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MISSION STATEMENT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

AT CHAPEL HILL

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has been built by the people of

the State and has existed for two centuries as the nation's first state university. Through

its excellent undergraduate programs, it has provided higher education to ten generations

of students, many of whom may have become leaders of the State and the nation.

Since the nineteenth century, it has offered distinguished graduate and professional

programs.

The University is a research university. Fundamental to this designation is a faculty

actively involved in research, scholarship, and creative work, whose teaching is trans-

formed by discovery and whose service is informed by current knowledge.

The mission of the University is to serve all the people of the State, and indeed

the nation, as a center for scholarship and creative endeavor. The University exists

to expand the body of knowledge; to teach students at all levels in an environment

of research, free inquiry, and personal responsibility; to improve the condition of human

life through service and publication; and to enrich our culture.

To fulfill this mission, the University must:

acquire, discover, preserve, synthesize, and transmit knowledge;

provide high quality undergraduate instruction to students within a community

engaged in original inquiry and creative expression, while committed to intellectual

freedom, to personal integrity and justice, and to those values that foster enlightened

leadership for the State and the nation;

provide graduate and professional programs of national distinction at the doctoral

and other advanced levels to future generations of research scholars, educators,

professionals, and informed citizens;

extend knowledge-based services and other resources of the University to the citizens

of North Carolina and their institutions to enhance the quality of life for all people

in the State; and

address, as appropriate, regional, national, and international needs.

This mission imposes special responsibilities upon the faculty, students, staff, adminis-

tration, trustees, and other governance structures and constituencies of the University

in their service and decision-making on behalf of the University.

April 25, 1986 as adopted by the Board of Trustees, The University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill



CALENDAR 1988-1989

SUMMER SESSION 1988

May 16, Monday

May 30, Monday

July 1, Friday

July 4, Monday

July 5-7, Tues.-Thurs.

Registration and First Day of Classes

Holiday: Memorial Day

Last Day of Classes

Holiday, Independence Day

Final Examinations

FALL SEMESTER 1988

August 25-26, Thursday-

Friday

August 26, Friday

August 29, Monday

September 5, Monday

September 6, Tuesday

October 6, Thursday

October 11, Tuesday

November 23, Wednesday

November 28, Monday

December 9, Friday

December 10-11, Saturday-

Sunday

December 12, Monday

December 22, Saturday

Orientation and Registration, First-Year Students

Registration, and First Day to Drop or Add Classes,

Second- and Third-Year Students

First Day of Classes

Holiday: Labor Day

Last Day to Drop or Add Classes

Fall Recess Begins, 5:00 RM.

Fall Recess Ends, 8:00 A.M.
'

Thanksgiving Recess Begins, 1:00 P.M.

Thanksgiving Recess Ends, 8:00 A.M.

Last Day of Classes

Reading Days

Final Examinations Begin

Final Examinations End

SPRING SEMESTER 1989

January 16, Monday

January 17, Tuesday

January 24, Tuesday

March 10, Friday

March 20, Monday

March 24, Friday

April 28, Friday

April 29-30, Sat-Sunday

May 1, Monday

May 11, Thursday

May 14, Sunday

Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr.

First Day of Registration, First Day to Drop or Add
Classes, and First Day of Classes

Last Day to Drop or Add Classes

Spring Recess Begins, 5:00 RM.

Spring Recess Ends, 8:00 A.M.

Holiday: Good Friday

Last Day of Classes

Reading Days

Final Examinations Begin

Final Examinations End

Commencement
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LEGAL EDUCATION AT NORTH CAROLINA

The School of Law: Early History

The Law School, which developed into the School of Law of the University, was

founded in 1843 at Chapel Hill as a private school by William H. Battle, then a judge

of the Superior Court, later a justice of the Supreme Court of the state. In 1845, Judge

Battle was made professor of law in the University, and it was provided that the degree

of Bachelor of Laws should be conferred on those completing the prescribed two-year

course. From the records of the University, however, it seems that few degrees were

actually conferred. For a long time the School maintained a certain independence

from the University. The professor of law received no salary, though he enjoyed the

fees from his classes. The students were not entirely subject to the discipline of the

University.

This was the position of the School during the professorship of Judge Battle, who
retired in 1879, during the two years when the law classes were conducted by Kemp
P. Battle, the President of the University, and, to a considerable extent, during the

professorship ofJohn Manning, who was elected in 1881 and died in 1899. The building

in which the School was conducted from 1923 to 1968 was named for Professor Man-

ning. In 1899 the School was completely incorporated into the University, with the

late James C. MacRae, previously a justice of the Supreme Court of North Carolina,

as the first Dean.

The School of Law is approved by the North Carolina Board of Law Examiners.

It has been a member of the Association of American Law Schools since 1920. The
School was recognized by the American Bar Association as an approved school in

1925. It is listed as an approved school by the Section of Legal Education and Admissions

to the Bar, American Bar Association, and is registered as an approved law school

by the Department of Education of the State of New York. The School's chapter of

The Order of the Coif, the most important national scholastic honorary society for

graduating law students, is one of the older chapters in The Order (1928).

Law Alumni

The School of Law is extremely proud of its alumni. Over the years they have been

leaders in the state of North Carolina and have served in various national offices.

Four of the past six governors of the state have been graduates of the school. One
is currently governor of Alaska, another is serving in the United States Senate, and

four are in the United States House of Representatives. Several graduates serve on

federal and state courts, including two judges on the bench of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals, one on the Fourth Circuit and one on the District of Columbia

Circuit.

While the majority of the school's 5,600 alumni practice law in North Carolina,

a considerable number practice in other states. Quite large concentrations are in such

urban areas as New York, Atlanta, and Washington, DC. Many are leaders in the

banking and business world, and several graduates are on the faculties of various law

schools across the nation.

All graduates are automatically members of the Law Alumni Association, through

which the school maintains ties with the alumni. The Association publishes a quarterly

Newsletter, an annual Dean's Report, sponsors an annual Law Alumni Weekend, and

in conjunction with the General Alumni Association, maintains alumni records.
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In turn, the alumni are extremely supportive of the school; they serve as advisers

to the administration, employ graduates and students through the Career Develop-

ment and Services Office, and participate in Moot Court activities. Their financial

contributions make available funds for scholarships, student publications including

the hlorth Carolina Law Review, support of the Career Development and Services Of-

fice, and faculty enrichment.

Continuing Legal Education

The Law School operates a continuing legal education program designed to reach

out to the legal community and those with related interests. In 1988, the school sponsored

several continuing education programs including the Seventh Annual North Carolina

Evidence program and the J. Nelson Young Seventh Annual Tax Institute. It regularly

sponsors a Corporate and Securities Conference. Programs sponsored by the National

Institute of Trial Advocacy concerning trial skills and negotiation have been held at

the Law School for the past several years. University of North Carolina law school

faculty members also participate in continuing legal education programs operated by

the North Carolina Bar Association and other organizations.

Goals of Instruction

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Law strives for excellence

as a regional and national leader in the field of legal education. It pursues a three-fold

mission: to educate future practitioners and leaders of the bench and bar; to accomplish

an ambitious research agenda; and to serve the legal profession, the state of North

Carolina, and the nation through significant involvement in law reform and similar

activities.

More specifically, the law school's educational goals include preparing its graduates

to be skilled and competent professionals in the various state and federal systems in

which they may practice, valuable critics and reformers of the institutions of law, and

constructive and imaginative shapers and implementers of policy through the political

processes. In order to achieve these goals, the law school strives to impart to its students

an intensive and fundamental legal education that provides the basis for a lifetime

of professional education. Accordingly, the school seeks to expose its students to various

substantive areas of the law and to help them acquire skills in legal analysis, legal research,

and oral expression. Further, the law school endeavors to develop in its students an

appreciation for the ethical obligations of lawyers and to expose them to an enriched

curriculum which includes attention to the institution of law in its historical, sociological,

and philosophical aspects as well as to clinical courses which afford an opportunity

to enhance practical skills.

The law school likewise places a high priority on its research mission. "The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a research university. Fundamental to this designation

is a faculty actively involved in research, scholarship, and creative work, whose teaching

is transformed by discovery, and whose service is informed by current knowledge."

The law school's goals, in turn, include encouraging each member of its faculty to develop

and pursue an ambitious research agenda, touching on matters of concern both to

the state of North Carolina and to the nation as a whole; and maintaining an outstanding

library for use by UNC faculty members and others who seek access to a comprehensive

collection of both legal and nonlegal resources.
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Providing service to the state and nation also is a major facet of the law school's

mission. Individual members of the faculty, drawing on their diverse interests and back-

grounds, have defined this aspect of the school's mission in a variety of ways, through

work with state and federal legislative bodies, participation in state and national bar

organizations, contributions to the Association of American Law Schools and other

groups concerned with the education and professional development of lawyers, and

provision of pro bono legal assistance. These and other activities complement the school's

institutional commitment to serve the state and nation by educating able lawyers who
will in turn pledge to provide able assistance to their clients and communities.

Program of Instruction

The basic course of instruction for the degree of Juris Doctor requires full-time enroll-

ment in residence over three academic years.

Each entering class is introduced to the case method of study in an orientation pro-

gram which precedes the start of classes in the fall. This method, which predominates

as the form, of instruction in the basic courses, employs judicial opinions in actual

cases raising the legal issues and problems relevant to the course of study. These cases

also provide the common point of reference for classroom discussion and for the develop-

ment of the analytical techniques essential to legal thought. Classroom discussion is

considered important not only as a teaching tool but as an exercise in sharpening

the abilities to challenge, distinguish, and analyze in depth. Students also gain practical

experience in legal research and writing.

The constant scrutiny of the relationship of persons to the law and the expanding

role of the lawyer in this process have precipitated teaching innovations. The curriculum

and instruction are enriched by the development of problems courses, a closed-circuit

television system, a master classroom with computerized projection equipment, a compu-

ter laboratory including interactive videodisc facilities, teachers from other disciplines

such as psychiatry, sociology, and history, team-teaching and research with other discip-

lines such as social relations, urban planning and environmental health, and clinical

experience.

The student body currently numbers approximately 675 and the faculty 45. This

ratio serves to support the admissions policy, a recognition of individual student identity

and needs, and a tradition of easy student access to faculty. Each student has a faculty

adviser and is expected to consult the adviser regarding registration, course changes,

deficiencies in scholarship, and any other situations for which the advice of a faculty

member might be helpful.

The curriculum is designed to give students a basic legal education which will fit

them for practice in any state and the federal judicial system. Legal doctrine and contem-

porary problems are studied in the context of the Anglo-American common law system,

and the study materials draw from case decisions, statutes and regulations of all the

American states, the federal system, and to some extent from various systems in the

British Commonwealth. Graduates have compiled an excellent record on the bar exami-

nations in the several states, including North Carolina.

First-year courses are prescribed and cover the fundamental subjects in substance

and procedure and introduce students to legal research and writing. The class is divided

so that each student has at least one course in a small section. The second and third

years embrace wholly elective programs, although some courses are considered so basic

that they are elected by practically all students regardless of interest or projected career.
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Seminars, which require papers rather than examinations and are limited to 15 students

each, are among the offerings, particularly for third-year students. At least one seminar

and the course in Professional Responsibility must be taken prior to graduation.

The school has a vigorous Trial Advocacy program in sufficient sections to provide

supervised experience in pretrial and trial settings for all interested third-year students.

The school offers a Criminal Law Clinic and a Civil Legal Assistance Clinic. These

clinics provide opportunities for students to represent actual clients under direct faculty

supervision.

Students who secure appropriate permission may take courses in other graduate divi-

sions of the University for up to three hours of credit toward the law degree.

Programs are available for earning combined degrees in Law and Regional Planning

(JD/MRP), Law and Business Administration (JD/MBA), Law and Public Policy Sciences

OD/MAPPS), and Law and Public Health GD/MPH) in four years rather than the

usual five years.

A wide range of voluntary student activities and organizations supplement the aca-

demic program with research, writing, clinical and administrative experience, and pro-

vide social and recreational opportunities.
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PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES

UNC'CH Administration

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS FORDHAM 111, MD, Chancellor^

PAUL HARDIN, JD, Chancellor^

SUSAN HAUGHTON EHRINGHAUS, JD, Assistant to the Chancellor

DOUGLASS HUNT, LLB, Special Assistant to the Chancellor

DAVID D. DILL, PhD, Assistant to the Chancellor for Planning

ROBERT J. CANNON, PhD, Affirmative Action Officer

MARIA A. YOUNG, AB, Secretary to the University^

BRENDA W. KIRBY, Secretary to the University^

DONALD ARTHUR BOULTON, EdD, Vice Chancellor and Dean of Student Affairs

GARY A. EVANS, BA, Vice Chancellor for Development and University Relations

HOWARD GARLAND HERSHEY, JR., DDS, Vice Chancellor, Health Affairs

JOHN DENNIS O'CONNOR, PhD, Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies

and Dean of the Graduate School

JOHN DOUGLAS SWOFFORD, MEd, Director of Athletics

HAROLD GENE WALLACE, MDiv, Vice Chancellor, University Affairs

SAMUEL RUTHVEN WILLIAMSON, JR., PhD, Provost^

FARRIS W. WOMACK, EdD, Vice Chancellor, Business and Finance^

Law School Administration

RONALD C. LINK, BA, MA, JD, Acting Dean

JUDITH WELCH WEGNER, BA, JD, Associate Dean

J. ELIZABETH FURR, BA, JD, Assistant Dean

BEVERLY W. CUTTER, BS, Assistant Dean
KAY COX WIJNBERG, Business Manager

KAREN D. HAYWOOD, Registrar

AMANDA V HARDING, BA, MEd, Director of Career Development and Services

CATHERINE SCHWEITZER, AB, MA, Director of Public Relations, Alumni Secretary

ROBIN O. KING, Administrative Assistant to the Dean

Law Library Staff

LAURA N. GASAWAY, BA, MLS, JD, Director

MARTHA B. BAREFOOT, AB, MSLS, Circulation Librarian

TIMOTHY L. COGGINS, BA, MS, JD, Associate Director

DOINA G. FARKAS, MA, MSLS, Acquisitions Librarian

JANICE W. HAMMETT, AB, MA, MLS, Assistant Reference Librarian

CAROL A. NICHOLSON, BA, AMLS, Technical Services Librarian

TERRl O. SAYE, BA, MLS, Catalog Librarian

DEBORAH K. WEBSTER, AB, MSLS, Reference Librarian

'Resigned June 30, 1988

^Effective July 1, 1988

^Resigned September 30, 1987

"Effective August 1, 1987

'Resigned June 30, 1988
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Faculty Emeriti

Date in parentheses indicates date joined Faculty.

WILLIAM BRANTLEY AYCOCK (1948) Kenan Professor of Law

BA, North Carolina State University, 1936; AM, The University of North Carolina, 1937; JD, 1948; LLD,

Wake Forest University, 1959; Atlantic Christian College, 1959; Duke University, 1963; The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1987.

HERBERT RALPH BAER (1945) Alumni Distinguished Professor of Law

AB, Cornell University, 1923; LLB, Harvard University, 1926.

HENRY PARKER BRANDIS, JR. (1940) Graham Kenan Professor of Law

AB, The University of North Carolina, 1928; LLB, Columbia University, 1931; LLD, Catawba College, 1951;

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1983.

ALBERT COATES (1923) Professor of Law

AB, The University of North Carolina, 1918; LLB, Harvard University, 1923; LLD, Wake Forest University,

1960; Duke University, 1971; The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1974.

EUGENE GRESSMAN (1977) William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Law

AB, University of Michigan, 1938, JD, 1940.

HARRY E. GROVES (1981) Henry Brandis Professor of Law

BA, University of Colorado, 1943; JD, University of Chicago, 1949; LLM, Harvard University, 1959.

MARY WILHELMINA OLIVER (1955) Professor of Law, Law Librarian

AB, Western Maryland College, 1940; BSLS, Drexel University, 1943; JD, The University of North Carolina,

1951.

JOHN WINFIELD SCOTT, JR., (1962) Graham Kenan Professor of Law

BS, Auburn University, 1943; LLB, Harvard University, 1947; LLM, 1951.

FRANK RANSOM STRONG (1965) Gary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor of Law

AB, Yale University, 1929; JD, 1934; LLD, North Carolina Central University, 1978; Ohio State University,

1978.

SEYMOUR WALTER WURFEL (1960) Professor of Law

AB, Pomona College, 1927; LLB, Harvard University, 1930; JD, Emory University, 1950.
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THE FACULTY

WALTER H. BENNETT, JR., BA, MA, JD, LLM
Associate Clinical Professor of Law

BA, 1965, Washington and Lee University, MA, 1969, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; JD, 1972, LLM, 1986, University of Virginia; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1972;

Judge, North Carolina State District Court, 1977-1983; associate/partner, Casey, Daly, and Bennett,

Charlotte, North Carolina, 1972-1977; partner, Bennett &l Lawson, Charlotte, North Carolina,

1983-1985; Lecturer in Law, 1986-1987; Associate Clinical Professor of Law, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

LOUIS DEAN BILIONIS, AB, JD
Assistant Professor of Law

AB, 1979, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1982, magna

cum laude, Harvard University; admitted to practice in Massachusetts, 1983; in North Carolina,

1985; clerk. United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 1982-1983; associate, Ropes

and Gray, Boston, Massachusetts, 1983-1984; assistant appellate defender. Office of the Appellate

Defender, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1984-1988; Assistant Professor of Law, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1988.

WALKER JAMESON BLAKEY, AB, JD
Professor of Law

AB, 1963, Harvard University; JD, 1967, Ohio State University, summa cum laude; Order of

the Coif; Ohio State Law Journal; admitted to practice in Ohio, 1967; associate, Crabbe, Newlon,

Bilger, Brown, and Jones, Columbus, Ohio, 1966-1969; associate, Gertner and Gertner, Columbus,

Ohio, 1969-1971; faculty assistant, Harvard University, 1969-1971; Visiting Assistant Professor

of Law, University of Tulsa, 1976; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, Indiana University, 1977;

University of Arkansas, 1980; Visiting Professor of Law, University of Kentucky, 1983, 1984, 1985;

Ohio State University, 1987; Assistant Professor of Law, 1971-1978, Associate Professor of Law,

1978-1981, Professor of Law, from 1981, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

LISSA LAMKIN BROOME, BS, JD
Assistant Professor of Law

BS, 1978, University of Illinois, with highest honors; JD, 1981, Harvard, cum laude; Editor, Harvard

Law Review; admitted to practice in Georgia, 1982; clerk. United States Court of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit, 1981-1982; associate. King and Spalding, Atlanta, Georgia, 1982-1984; Assistant

Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1984.

KENNETH S. BROUN, BS, JD

Professor of Law
BS, 1960; JD, 1963, University of Illinois, with honors; Order of the Coif; Associate Editor, Univer-

sity of Illinois Law Forum; admitted to practice in Illinois, 1963; in North Carolina, 1976; associate,

Jenner Block, Chicago, Illinois, 1963-1968; Lecturer in Law, Loyola University, 1966-1967; Visiting

Assistant Professor of Law, 1968-1969; Associate Professor of Law, 1969-1973; Professor of Law,

from 1973; Dean, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1979-1987; Visiting Professor

of Law, University of Texas, 1972; University of Illinois, 1973-1974; Notre Dame Law School,

England, 1984; of counsel, Petrie, Stockton & Robinson, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1988-1989.

CAROLINE NICHOLSON BROWN, BA, MA, JD
Professor of Law

BA, 1969, University of California at Berkeley; Phi Beta Kappa; MA, 1972, University of Rochester;

JD, 1976, University of Miami; Editor in Chief, University of Miami Law Review; admitted to practice

in North Carolina, 1976; in Florida, 1977; clerk. North Carolina Supreme Court, 1976-1977; partner.
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Bode, Bode, Call, & Bruckel, PA, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1978-1979; Visiting Lecturer in Law,

1977-1979; Assistant Professor of Law, 1979-1984; Associate Professor of Law, 1984-1987; Professor

of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

PATRICIA L. BRYAN, BA, JD, LLM
Professor of Law

BA, 1973, Carleton College; Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1976, University of Iowa; LLM, 1982, New
York University; Order of the Coif; Notes 6*. Comments Editor, Iowa Law Review; admitted to

practice in New York, 1977; associate, Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer, 6*. Wood, New York,

New York, 1976-1980; associate, Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays, Handler, New York, New York,

1980-1982; Associate Professor of Law, 1982-1986; Professor of Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1986; Visiting Professor of Law, Stanford University, 1986-1987.

ROBERT G. BYRD, BSBA, JD

Burton Craige Professor of Law
BSBA, 1953, Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1956, The University of North Carolina, with honors; Order

of the Coif; Editor in Chief, North Carolina Law Review; admitted to practice in North Carolina,

1956; First Lieutenant, Judge Advocate General Corps, 1957-1960; Assistant Director, Institute

of Government, University of North Carolina, 1960-1963; Assistant Professor of Law, 1963-1964;

Associate Professor of Law, 1964-1968; Acting Dean, 1966; Professor of Law, 1968-1979; Dean,

1974-1979; Burton Craige Professor of Law, from 1979, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; United States Army War College, 1980.

DONALD F CLIFFORD, JR., AB, JD
Aubrey L. Brooks Professor of Law

AB, 1957, Catholic University, magna cum laude; JD, 1963, University of Colorado; Book Review

Editor, Colorado Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in Colorado, 1963; clerk,

United States District Court, 1963-1964; Assistant Professor of Law, 1964-1967; Associate Professor

of Law, 1967-1972; Professor of Law, from 1972; Associate Dean, 1979-1982, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, North Carolina Central Univer-

sity, 1967; University of Texas, 1969; Visiting Professor of Law, Louisiana State University, 1975;

Duke University, 1978; University of Richmond, 1983; University of Bristol, England, 1985.

JOHN MARTIN CONLEY, BA, JD, PhD
Professor of Law

BA, 1971, Harvard University, cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1977, PhD, 1980, Duke University;

Editor in Chief, Duke Law Journal; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in Massachusetts,

1977; California, 1980, North Carolina, 1984; associate, Fleming, Robinson, Bradshaw, and Hinson,

Charlotte, North Carolina, 1978-1979; associate, Gaston Snow 6l Ely Bartlett, Boston, Massachu-

setts, 1977-1978 and 1979-1983; Adjunct Professor of Law, Boston College, 1982-1983; Associate

Professor of Law, 1983-1987; Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

from 1987.

MICHAEL L. CORRADO, BA, BS, AM, PhD, JD
Associate Professor of Law

BA, 1965, BS, 1966, Pennsylvania State University; AM, 1968, PhD, 1970, Brown University;

JD, 1984, with honors. University of Chicago; Articles Editor, University of Chicago Law Review;

admitted to practice in Illinois, 1985; United States Army, 1961-1964; Assistant Professor, Associate

Professor, and Professor of Philosophy, Ohio University, 1970-1981; Visiting Assistant Professor,

Pennsylvania State University, 1972-1973; clerk, United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh

Circuit, 1984-1985; associate, Mayer, Brown and Piatt, Chicago, Illinois, 1985-1988; Associate

Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1988.
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CHARLES EDWARD DAYE, BA, JD

Professor of Law
BA, 1966, North Carolina Central University, magna cum laude; JD, 1969, Columbia University,

cum laude; admitted to practice in New York, 1970; "Washington, DC, 1971; North Carolina,

1975; clerk. United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, 1969-1970; associate, Covington

and Burling, Washington, DC, 1970-1972; Assistant Professor of Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1972-1975; Associate Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, 1975-1980; Dean and Professor of Law, North Carolina Central University, 1981-

1985; Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1985.

LAURA N. GASAWAY, BA, MLS, JD

Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law
BA, 1967, with highest honors; MLS, 1968, with highest honors, Texas Woman's University;

JD, 1973, University of Houston; staff, Houston Law Review; admitted to practice in Texas, 1974;

Librarian, Law Library, 1968-1973, Librarian and Assistant Professor of Law, University of Houston,

1973-1975; Director of Law Library and Associate Professor of Law, 1975-1979; Director of Law

Library and Professor of Law, University of Oklahoma, 1979-1985; Director of the Law Library

and Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1985.

Laura N. Gasaway
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S. ELIZABETH GIBSON, BA, JD

Professor of Law
BA, 1972, Duke University, cum laude; JD, 1976, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, with high honors; Order of the Coif; Note & Comment Editor, North Carolina Law Review;

admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1976; in District of Columbia, 1977; clerk, United States

Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, 1976-1977; clerk. United States Supreme Court, 1977-1978;

associate/partner, Shea Gardner, Washington, DC, 1978-1983; Associate Professor of Law,

1983-1988; Professor of Law, from 1988, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

THEODORE R HAAS, AB, PhD, JD

Assistant Professor of Law
AB, 1968, Boston College, summa cum laude; PhD, 1978, Stanford University; JD, 1980, Yale

University; Editor, Yale Law Journal; admitted to practice in New York, 1981; associate, Sullivan

and Cromwell, New York, New York, 1980-1982; Assistant Professor of Law, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1982.

SEYMOUR L. HALLECK, PhB, BS, MD, ScD

Professor of Psychiatry and Adjunct Professor of Law
PhB, 1948, BS, 1950, MD, 1952, University of Chicago; ScD, Rockford University; clinical assistant.

Department of Pathology, University of Chicago, 1949-1951; staff psychiatrist, Department of

Justice, Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri, 1953-1955; Coordinator of

Institution Services, Psychiatric Services, Wisconsin Division of Corrections, 1960-1961; Chief

of Psychiatric Services, Wisconsin Division of Corrections, 1961-1963; Assistant Professor of Psychia-

try, 1958-1960; Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, 1960-1963; Associate Professor of

Psychiatry, 1963-1966; Professor of Psychiatry, University of Wisconsin, 1966-1972; Professor of

Psychiatry, from 1972; Adjunct Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, from 1977.

PAUL HARDIN, AB, JD, LHD, LLD, LittD

Chancellor and Professor of Law
AB, 1952, Phi Beta Kappa, JD, 1954, Duke University; Order of the Coif; Editor in Chief, Duke

Law Journal; LHD, 1970, Clemson University; LLD, 1972, Coker College; 1987, Adrian College;

LittD, 1978, Nebraska Wesleyan College; admitted to practice in Alabama and North Carolina;

Counter Intelligence Corps, US Army, 1954-1956; associate, Bradley, Arant, Rose &l White, Bir-

mingham, Alabama, 1956-1958; Assistant Professor of Law, 1958-1961; Associate Professor of

Law, 1961-1963; Professor of Law, Duke University, 1963-1968; Visiting Assistant Professor of

Law, University of Texas, 1960; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania,

1962-1963; Visiting Professor, University of Virginia, 1974; President, Wofford College, 1968-1972;

President, Southern Methodist University, 1972-1974; President, Drew University, 1975-1988;

Chancellor and Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1988.

PAUL G. HASKELL, AB, LLB
Graham Kenan Professor of Law

AB, 1948, cum laude; LLB, 1951, Harvard University; admitted to practice in New York, 1952;

associate, Kelly, Drye, Newhall, and Maginnes, New York, New York, 1951-1956; associate. White

and Case, New York, New York, 1956-1959; assistant general counsel, Houston Corporation,

St. Petersburg, Florida, 1959-1960; resident counsel and assistant treasurer. Educational Testing

Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1960-1962; Associate Professor of Law, 1962-1965, Professor of

Law, Georgetown University, 1965-1967; Professor of Law, Case Western Reserve Law School,

1967-1979; Visiting Professor of Law, University of Texas, 1972; University of Minnesota, 1972;

North Carolina Central University, 1978-1979; The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, 1977-1979; University of San Diego, 1984; Professor of Law, 1979-1983; Graham Kenan Profes-

sor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1983.
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THOMAS LEE HAZEN, BA, JD

Professor of Law
BA, 1969, JD, 1972, Columbia University; staff, Columbia Law Review; admitted to practice in

New York, 1973; Nebraska, 1974; associate, Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays, and Handler, New
York, New York, 1972-1974; Assistant Professor of Law, 1974-1977; Associate Professor of Law,

1977-1979; Professor of Law, University of Nebraska, 1979-1980; Professor of Law, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1980.

DONALD THOMAS HORNSTEIN, BA, JD

Visiting Associate Professor of Law
BA, 1972, University of California at Los Angeles, magna cum laude; JD, 1981, University of Oregon,

with high honors; Editor in Chief, Oregon Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice

in the District of Columbia, 1982; in North Carolina, 1987; clerk, United States Court of Appeals,

District of Columbia, 1°82-1983; attorney. United States Department of Justice, 1983-1985; associate,

Arnold and Porter, Washington, DC, 1985-1986; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, The Uni-

versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1987-1989.

JOSEPH JOHN KADO, BA, JD
Professor of Law

BA, 1966, Michigan State University, with honors; JD, 1968, University of Michigan, magna

cum laude; Note and Comment Editor, Michigan Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to

practice in Michigan, 1968; Arizona, 1970; North Carolina, 1975; clerk, United States Court

of Appeals for the Second Circuit, 1968-1969; associate, Streich, Lang, Weeks, Cardon, and French,

Phoenix, Arizona, 1969-1971; Co-Director, Clinical Law Program, 1971-1972; Visiting Assistant

Professor of Law, University of Michigan, 1973 and 1974; Visiting Assistant Professor of Law,

1975-1976; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, 1978, North Carolina Central University; Regional

Director of the Southeast Regional National Institute for Trial Advocacy, 1979-1987; Program

Director, 1988 National Institute for Trial Advocacy Deposition Program; Assistant Professor of

Law, 1972-1975; Associate Professor of Law, 1975-1980; Professor of Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1980.

WILLIAM E LARIMER, BA, JD

Associate Clinical Professor of Law
BA, 1972, University of Pittsburgh, magna cum laude; JD, 1975, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1976; associate, Winston, Coleman, (St

Bernholz, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1975-1977; partner, Winston, Blue, Larimer, and Rooks,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1978-1982; Lecturer and Supervising Attorney in the Criminal

Law Clinic, 1982-1987; Associate Clinical Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

RONALD C. LINK, BA, MA, JD
Acting Dean and Professor of Law

BA, 1961, University of Illinois, with honors. Phi Beta Kappa; MA, 1962, University of California

at Berkeley; JD, 1965, University of Illinois, with honors; Order of the Coif; Associate Editor,

University of Illinois Law Forum; admitted to practice in Illinois, 1965; in North Carolina, 1981;

associate, Sidley &l Austin, Chicago, Illinois, 1965-1968; Assistant Professor of Law, University

of Georgia, 1968-1971; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, Northwestern University, 1972-1973;

Associate Professor of Law, 1971-1979, Professor of Law, from 1979, Associate Dean for Academic

Affairs, 1982-1984; Acting Dean, from 1988, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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ARNOLD HERBERT LOEWY, BS, JD, LLM
Professor of Law

BS, 1961; JD, 1963, Boston University; Senior Editor, Boston University Law Review; LLM, 1964,

Harvard University; admitted to practice in Connecticut, 1966; Assistant Professor of Law, University

of Connecticut, 1964-1968; Associate Professor of Law, 1968-1973; Professor of Law, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1973.

MARTIN BERNARD LOUIS, AB, LLB, LLM
Paul B. Eaton Professor of Law

AB, 1956, Princeton University; LLB, 1959, with honors; LLM, 1965, Harvard University; admitted

to practice in Pennsylvania, 1960; associate. Wolf, Block, Schorr, and Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, 1960-1963; Instructor, Harvard University, 1963-1965; Assistant Professor of Law,

1965-1969; Associate Professor of Law, 1969-1974; Professor of Law, 1974-1987; Paul B. Eaton

Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

TONI MARIE MASSARO, BS, JD

Visiting Professor of Law
BS, 1977, Northwestern University, with highest distinction; JD, 1980, College of William and

Mary; Editor in Chief, William and Mary Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice

in Illinois, 1980; associate, Vedder, Price, Kaufman and Kammholz, Chicago, Illinois, 1980-1982;

Assistant Professor of Law, Washington and Lee University, 1982-1984; Visiting Assistant Professor

of Law, 1984-1985; Associate Professor of Law, University of Florida, from 1985; Visiting Professor

of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1989.

WILLIAM PATRICK MURPHY, BA, LLB, JSD
Henry Brandis Professor of Law

BA, 1941, Southwestern College, Phi Beta Kappa; LLB, 1948, University of Virginia; Order of

the Coif; Decisions Editor, Virginia Law Review; JSD, 1960, Yale University; admitted to practice

in Tennessee, 1948; Mississippi, 1955; clerk. United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit,

1948-1949; private practice, Memphis, Tennessee, 1949-1950; attorney. United States Department

of Labor, Washington, DC and Nashville, Tennessee, 1950-1953; Associate Professor of Law,

1953-1956; Professor of Law, University of Mississipi, 1956-1962; Professor of Law, University

of Missouri, 1962-1971; Special Assistant, National Labor Relations Board, Washington, DC,

1966-1967; Visiting Professor of Law, Duke University, 1958 and 1974; University of Kentucky,

1960-1961; Louisiana State University, 1968; University of Utah, 1969 and 1984; University of

Leuven, Belgium, 1982; Professor of Law, 1971-1979; Paul B. Eaton Professor of Law, 1979-1987;

Henry Brandis Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

BARRY DAVID NAKELL, LLB
Professor of Law

LLB, 1966, University of Illinois, with high honors; Associate Editor, Illinois Law Forum; Order

of the Coif; admitted to practice in California, 1966; Washington, DC, 1974; North Carolina,

1978; clerk, California Supreme Court, San Francisco, California, 1966-1967; associate, Kaplan,

Livingston, Goodwin, Berkowitz, and Selvin, Beverly Hills, California, 1967-1968; associate, Margolis

and McTernan, Los Angeles, California, 1968-1970; Assistant Professor of Law, 1970-1973; Associate

Professor of Law, 1973-1978; Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

from 1978; Staff Attorney, District of Columbia Public Defender Service, 1974-1975; Visiting

Professor of Law, University of Colorado, 1983-1984.

JOHN V. ORTH, AB, MA, JD, PhD
Professor of Law

AB, 1969, Oberlin College, magna cum laude; JD, 1974, MA, 1975, PhD, 1977, Harvard University;

admitted to practice in Massachusetts, 1974; clerk, United States Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit, 1977-1978; Assistant Professor of Law, 1978-1981; Associate Professor of Law, 1981-1984;
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Professor of Law, from 1984; Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, 1985-1986, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

RALPH A. PEEPLES, BA, JD

Visiting Professor of Law
BA, 1973, Davidson College, cum laude; JD, 1976, New York University; Book Review Editor,

New York University Review of Law and Social Change; admitted to practice in Ohio, 1976,

in North Carolina, 1979; associate. Squire, Sanders, & Dempsey, Cleveland, Ohio, 1976-1979;

Assistant Professor of Law, 1979-1982; Associate Professor of Law, 1982-1985; Professor of Law,

Wake Forest University, from 1985; Visiting Assistant Professor of Law, 1982, Visiting Professor

of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1986.

DANIEL HUBBARD POLLITT, BA, JD

Graham Kenan Professor of Law
BA, 1943, Wesleyan University; JD, 1949, Cornell University; staff, Cornell Law Quarterly; admitted

to practice in New York, 1949; District of Columbia, 1950; clerk. United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia, 1950-1951; associate, Rauh and Silard, Washington, DC, 1951-1955;

Assistant Professor of Law, University of Arkansas, 1955-1957; Associate Professor of Law, 1957-

1960; Professor of Law, University' of North Carolina, from 1960; Visiting Professor of Law, Univer-

sity of Oregon, 1963-1964; Duke University, 1965, 1967, 1969; University of Virginia, 1976;

Georgetown University, from summer 1976.

BURNELE VENABLE POWELL, BA, JD, LLM
Professor of Law

BA, 1970, University of Missouri, cum laude; JD, 1973, University of Wisconsin; LLM, 1979,

Harvard University; admitted to practice in Wisconsin, 1973; Massachusetts, 1979; clerk. Office

of the County Prosecutor, Jackson County, Missouri, 1972; associate regional counsel. Department

of Housing and Urban Development, Boston, Massachusetts, 1973-1977; Graduate Law Teaching

Fellow, Harvard University, 1977-1979; Assistant Professor of Law, 1979-1983; Associate Professor

of Law, 1984-1988; Professor of Law, from 1988, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, University of Oregon, 1987.

ALICE A. RATLIFF, BA, MAT JD

Assistant Clinical Professor of Law
BA, 1971, Duke University, with honors; MAT, 1972; JD, 1976, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1976; attorney. North Carolina Legal

Assistance Program, 1976-1987; Lecturer in Law, 1987-1988; Assistant Clinical Professor of Law,

from 1988, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

NANCY K. RHODEN, BA, JD
Professor of Law

BA, 1974, Oberlin College, with highest honors. Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1977, New York University,

with honors. Order of the Coif; staff. New York University Law Review; admitted to practice

in the District of Columbia, 1977; Georgia, 1980; attorney. United States Department of Justice,

Washington, DC, 1977-1979; postdoctoral fellow. The Hastings Center, 1979-1980; associate,

Sutherland, Asbill and Brennan, Atlanta, Georgia, 1980-1982; Assistant Professor of Law, 1982-1986,

Associate Professor of Law, Ohio State University, 1986-1987; Visiting Assistant Professor of

Pediatrics, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, 1985-1986; Professor of Law, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

PATRICIA J. ROBERTS, BA, JD

V^isiting Associate Professor of Law
RA. ^^68, JD, summa cum laude, 1975, The Ohio State University; admitted to practice in Ohio,

h>7l\ Adjunct Professor of Law, 1979-1980, part-time Assistant Professor of Law, 1980-1982, Assis-
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tant Professor of Law, 1982-1986, Associate Professor of Law, from 1986, Wake Forest University;

Visiting Associate Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1988.

MICHELLE FRANCES ROBERTSON, BA, MA, JD

Lecturer in Law
BA, 1973, Duke University; MA, 1976, University of Georgia; JD, 1982, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1983; private practice, Durham,

North Carolina, 1983, and 1984-1985; associate, Loflin and Loflin, Durham, North Carolina,

1983-1984; of counsel to Beskind and Rudolf, Durham, North Carolina, 1984-1985; Lecturer in

Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1985.

RICHARD ROSEN, BA, JD

Professor of Law
BA, 1969, Vanderbilt University, Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1976, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, cum laude; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1976;

in the District of Columbia, 1976; staff attorney. Public Defender Service for the District of Colum-

bia, 1976-1979; supervising attorney, Criminal Law Clinic, 1980-1982; Assistant Clinical Professor,

1982-1983; Director of Clinical Programs, from 1983; Associate Professor of Law, 1983-1987; Profes-

sor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1987.

SALLY BURNETT SHARP, BA, MA, JD, LLM
Professor of Law

BA, 1964, Murray State University; MA, 1966, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; JD, 1977, Memphis State University; LLM, 1978, Yale University; Editor in Chief, Memphis

State Law Review; admitted to practice in Tennessee, 1977; in Kentucky, 1986; Assistant Professor

of Law, 1978-1982; Associate Professor of Law, 1982-1984; associate, Sharp and Sharp, Mayfield,

Kentucky, 1986-1988; Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1984.

MARIANNE K. SMYTHE, BS, JD
Professor of Law

BS, 1963, Bucknell University; JD, 1974, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Articles

Editor, North Carolina Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in the District of

Columbia, 1975; associate, Wilmer, Cutler, and Pickering, Washington, DC, 1974-1976; staff, Securi-

ties Exchange Commission, Washington, DC, 1976-1980; assistant director. Division of Market

Regulation, 1980; associate general counsel. United States Environmental Protection Agency, Wash-

ington, DC, 1981; deputy director. Division of Enforcement, Commodities Futures Trading Commis-

sion, Washington, DC, 1981; Associate Professor of Law, 1981-1985; Professor of Law, from 1985;

Acting Assistant Provost, 1985-1986; Assistant Provost, 1986-1987, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; on leave, 1987-1989.

NELSON FEREBEE TAYLOR, BA, MA, LLB, LLD
Gary C. Boshamer Professor of Law

BA, 1942, The University of North Carolina; LLB, 1949, Harvard University, cum laude; BA,

1951, MA, 1955, Oxford University; LLD, 1973, Elon College; 1977, Duke University; admitted

to practice in North Carolina, 1949, in New York, 1953; officer. United States Navy, 1942-1946;

associate, Arthur, Dry, &l Dole, New York, New York, 1951-1958; partner, Arthur, Dry, Kalish,

Taylor, & Wood, New York, 1958-1970; associate general counsel, Uniroyal, Inc., 1961-1970; Vice

President for Administration, 1970-1972; Chancellor, 1972-1980; The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; Director, Henredon Furniture Industries, Inc., 1980-1986; Professor of Law, The

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1980.
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DESTIN SHANN TRACY, BA, JD

Lecturer in Law
BA, 1977, Eckerd College, with high honors; JD, 1981, The University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel

Hill, with honors; Managing Editor, North Carolina Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted

to practice in North Carolina, 1981; clerk. North Carolina Court of Appeals, 1982-1983; Lecturer

in Law and Director of Research and Writing Program, The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, from 1983.

WILLIAM J. TURNIER, BS, MA, LLB
Professor of Law

BS, 1963, Fbrdham University, cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; MA, 1967, Pennsylvania State University;

LLB, 1968, University of Virginia, with honors; staff, Virginia Law Review; Order of the Coif;

admitted to practice in New York, 1969; associate, Cravath, Swaine and Moore, New York, New
York, 1968-1973; Assistant Professor of Law, 1973-1976; Associate Professor of Law, 1976-1980;

Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1980; Visiting Professor

of Law, University of Texas, 1985-1986.

JUDITH WELCH WEGNER, BA, JD

Associate Dean and Professor of Law
BA, 1972, University of Wisconsin at Madison, with honors; JD, 1976, University of California

at Los Angeles; Order of the Coif; Chief Comment Editor, University of California at Los Angeles

Law Review; admitted to practice in California, 1976; District of Columbia, 1977; clerk. United

States District Court, Central District of California, 1976-1977; attorney adviser, Office of Legal

Counsel, 1977-1979; attorney. Appellate Section, Lands and Natural Resources Division, United

States Department of Justice, Washington, DC, 1979; special assistant to United States Secretary

of Education, 1979-1980; Visiting Associate Professor of Law, University of Iowa, 1981; Assistant

Professor of Law, 1981-1984; Associate Professor of Law, 1984-1988; Professor of Law, from 1988;

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1986.

ARTHUR MARK WEISBURD, AB, JD

Associate Professor of Law
AB, 1970, Princeton University, magna cum laude; JD, 1976, University of Michigan, summa
cum laude; Order of the Coif; Note Editor, Michigan Law Review; Officer, Foreign Service of

the United States, 1970-1973; admitted to practice in District of Columbia, 1977; associate, Wilmer,

Cutler, and Pickering, Washington, DC, 1976-1981; Assistant Professor of Law, 1981-1986; Associate

Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1986.

KENNETH R. WING, BA, JD, MPH
Professor of Law and Public Health

BA, 1968, University of California at Santa Cruz; JD, 1971; MPH, 1972, Harvard University;

Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in Massachusetts, 1971; in California, 1972; director/staff

attorney, National Health Law Program, Los Angeles, California, 1972-1974; Civil Rights Officer,

Department of Health, State of California, Sacramento, California, 1975-1977; Assistant Professor

of Law and Public Health, 1977-1980; Associate Professor of Law and Public Health, 1980-1988;

Professor of Law and Public Health, from 1988, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; Visiting Scholar, University of Puget Sound School of Law, University of Washington School

of Public Health, 1986-1987.

LAWRENCE A. ZELENAK, BA, JD
Associate Professor of Law

BA, 1976, University of Santa Clara; JD, 1979, Harvard University; admitted to practice in Washing-

ton, 1979; associate, Lesourd & Patten, Seattle, Washington, 1979-1983; Assistant Professor of

Law, Lewis and Clark College, Northwestern School of Law, 1983-1986; Associate Professor of

Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1986.
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Kenneth R. Wing

MICHAEL R. ABEL, AB, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
AB, 1967, Davidson College; JD, 1970, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, with

high honors; Order of the Coif; Articles Editor, North Carolina Law Review; admitted to practice

in North Carolina, 1970; associate, 1970-1976, partner. Smith, Moore, Smith, Schell, & Hunter,

Greensboro, North Carolina, 1976-1985; partner. Smith, Helms, Mulliss, & Moore, Greensboro,

North Carolina, 1986; partner, Schell, Bray, Aycock, Abel, and Livingston, from 1987; Visiting

Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1979.

SYDENHAM B. ALEXANDER, JR., BA, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
BA, with highest honors, 1971; JD, 1975, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; admitted

to practice in North Carolina, 1975; partner, Alexander and McCormick, 1975-1984; principal,

Alexander and Associates, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, from 1984; Adjunct Professor of Law,

Clinical Program, Duke University, 1978-1980; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1982.

EVAN KENT AUBERRY, AB, JD
Visiting Lecturer in Law

AB, 1978, Phi Beta Kappa, JD, 1982, with highest honors. The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; Editor in Chief, North Carolina Law Review; Order of the Coif; admitted to

practice in North Carolina, 1982; partner. Smith Helms Mulliss & Moore, Greensboro, North

Carolina, from 1982; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

1987 and 1989.
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CHARLES L. BECTON, BA, JD, LLM
John Scott Cansler Visiting Lecturer in Trial Advocacy

BA, 1966, Howard University; JD, 1969, Duke University, LLM, 1986, University of Virginia;

admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1969; attorney, NAACP Legal Defense and Education

Fund, Inc., 1969-1970; partner. Chambers, Stein, Ferguson, and Becton, Charlotte, North Carolina,

1970-1980; Judge, North Carolina Court of Appeals, from 1981; John Scott Cansler Lecturer

in Trial Advocacy, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1976; Senior Lecturer

in Law, Duke University, from 1980.

DONALD H. BESKIND, BA, JD, LLM
Visiting Lecturer in Law

BA, 1969, George Washington University; JD, 1973, University of Connecticut, cum laude; LLM,
1977, Duke University; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1978, Colorado, 1974, Connecticut,

1973; associate, Decker and Miller, Denver, Colorado, 1973-1975; Beskind and Rudolf, PA, Durham

and Chapel Hill, North Carolina, from 1982; graduate teaching fellow, Duke University, 1975-1977;

Assistant Professor of Law, Duke University, 1977-1979; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1978; Associate Professor and Director of Clinical Studies,

Duke University, 1979-1982; Senior Lecturer in Law, Duke University, from 1982.

JEAN MARIE CARY, BA, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
BA, 1971, Duke University, magna cum laude; JD, 1975, Georgetown University; admitted to

practice in North Carolina, 1975; staff attorney, Legal Services of Southern Piedmont, Charlotte,

North Carolina, 1975-1979; staff attorney. East Central Community Legal Services, Raleigh, North

Carolina, 1979-1982; Coordinator of the Public Benefits Task Force of Legal Services Attorneys

in North Carolina, 1981-1982; supervising attorney. Civil Legal Assistance Clinic, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1982-1986; associate, Thompson and McAUaster, Durham,

North Carolina, from 1987; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, from 1987.

SUSAN H. EHRINGHAUS, BA, JD
Visiting Lecturer in Law

BA, 1966; JD, 1968, with honors. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Order of

the Coif; Articles Editor, North Carolina Law Review; admitted to practice in North Carolina,

1968; associate, Maupin, Taylor, and Ellis, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1968-1969; appellate section,

Antitrust Division, United States Department of Justice, Washington, DC, 1969-1970; Visiting

Lecturer in Law, 1970-1973, and from 1984; Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Administration,

1973-1974; Assistant to the Chancellor, from 1974, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill.

JAMES C. FULLER, JR., BA, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
BA, 1965, Davidson College; JD, 1971, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; admitted

to practice in North Carolina, 1971; clerk. North Carolina Supreme Court, 1971-1972; partner,

Chambers, Ferguson, Watt, Wallas, Adkins, & Fuller, Charlotte, North Carolina, 1972-1983; Visiting

Lecturer in Law, North Carolina Central University, from 1983; partner, Thorp, Fuller, 6t Slifkin,

Raleigh, North Carolina, from 1984; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, from 1984.

JOANN T HARLLEE, BS, JD
Visiting Lecturer in Law

BS, 1973, East Carolina University, with high honors; JD, 1978, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, with high honors; Order of the Coif; Research Editor, North Carolina Law Review;
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admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1978; associate, 1978-1985, partner. Smith Helms Mulliss

& Moore, from 1985; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, from 1984.

SANDRA L. JOHNSON, BA, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
BA, 1967, Duke University; JD, 1975, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; admitted

to practice in North Carolina, 1975; staff attorney, Legal Aid Society ofDurham County, 1975-1977;

partner, Johnson and Johnson, P.A., Raleigh, North Carolina, from 1978; Visiting Lecturer in

Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1981.

ROBERT STEVEN MAHLER, AB, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
AB, 1976, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor; JD, 1981, The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1981; associate, Loflin and Loflin, Durham,

North Carolina, 1981-1983; Assistant Public Defender, North Carolina Judicial District 15B, 1983-

1984; partner. Mills and Mahler, Durham, North Carolina, 1984-1986; Director, North Carolina

Death Penalty Resource Center, from 1986; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1985 and from 1987.

HARRY C. MARTIN, BA, LLB, LLM
Visiting Lecturer in Law

BA, 1942, The University of North Carolina; LLB, 1948, Harvard University; LLM, 1982, University

of Virginia; Corporal, United States Army, 1942-1945; admitted to practice in North Carolina,

1948; partner, Gudger, Elmore & Martin, Asheville, North Carolina, 1948-1962; Judge, North

Carolina Superior Court, 1962-1978; Judge, North Carolina Court of Appeals, 1978-1982; Associate

Justice, North Carolina Supreme Court, from 1982; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, summers 1986 and 1987, fall 1988.

WILLIAM S. MILLS, BA, JD

Visiting Lecturer in Law
BA, 1975, Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1979, with honors. The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; staff. North Carolina Law Review; admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1979; principal,

William S. Mills and Associates, Durham, North Carolina, from 1979; Visiting Lecturer in Law,

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, spring 1989.

ILENE BERENTER NELSON, BS, AM, JD
Visiting Lecturer in Law

BS, 1970, University of Colorado; AM, 1972, University of Chicago; JD, 1979, University of

California Hastings College of Law; admitted to practice in Idaho, 1980, in Hawaii, 1981, in North

Carolina, 1984; Director, Community Service Division of the Council for Jewish Elderly, San

Francisco, Calfornia, 1972-1973; Director, Experience Reserve Bank of the American Jewish Con-

gress, San Francisco, California, 1973; Case Manager, Golden Gate Regional Center, San Francisco,

California, 1973-1976; clerk, Idaho Supreme Court, 1979-1980; Assistant Professor of Law and

Social Work, University of Hawaii at Honolulu, 1980-1982; Adjunct Professor of Social Work,

1982-1985; Visiting Lecturer in Law, from 1984, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill; Visiting Professor of Law, North Carolina Central University, 1982-1986; partner, Edelstein

and Payne, Raleigh, North Carolina, from 1985.

DAVID S. RUDOLF, AB, JD
Visiting Lecturer in Law

AB, 1971, Rutgers University, summa cum laude. Phi Beta Kappa; JD, 1974, New York University,

cum laude; Order of the Coif; admitted to practice in New York, 1975; North Carolina, 1979;

staff attorney. Legal Aid Society, New York, New York, 1974-1977; private practice, New York,
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New York, 1977; Associate Clinical Professor of Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, 1978-1982; Beskind and Rudolf, PA, Durham and Chapel Hill, North Carolina, from 1982;

Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, from 1982.

WILLIS P WHICHARD, AB, JD, LLM
Visiting Lecturer in Law

AB, 1962, Phi Beta Kappa, JD, 1965, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, board

of editors, North Carolina Law Review; Order of the Coif; LLM, 1984, University of Virginia;

admitted to practice in North Carolina, 1965; clerk, North Carolina Supreme Court, 1965-1966;

partner, Powe, Porter, Alphin and Whichard, 1966-1980; member. North Carolina General Statutes

Commission, 1969-1973; member, North Carolina House of Representatives, 1970-1974; member.

North Carolina Senate, 1974-1980; Instructor in Business Law, Duke University, 1978; Associate

Judge, North Carolina Court of Appeals, 1980-1986; Associate Justice, North Carolina Supreme

Court, from 1986; Visiting Lecturer in Law, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

from 1986.

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall is a physical complex of dramatic contemporary architecture,

designed to accommodate the present needs of modern legal education. Named for

two former deans, Maurice T. Van Hecke and Robert Wettach, the structure consists

of two basic units and connecting bridges. The east unit contains classrooms, seminar

rooms, administrative offices, courtroom, student lounge and lockers, student organiza-

tion offices, snack bar, and typing room. The west unit contains the library on five

stack levels and includes a student computer lab, conference room, carrels, and on

the top perimeter faculty offices and lounge. The law school is within easy walking

distance of residence halls, dining halls, athletic facilities, student union and store,

and the main library.

The Law Library

The Law Library is located in the west wing ofVan Hecke-Wettach Hall. The collection

of approximately 310,000 volumes is housed on five floors and includes a basic collection

of Anglo-American legal materials for the study and research of law. Court reports

for all American and English appellate courts, current codes and session laws for all

states, and other primary legal materials are included in the collection. The legal

periodical collection includes all law reviews, as well as many other law-related periodicals.

The Library maintains a subscription for LEGALTRAC, a laser disk indexing system

to legal periodicals. Treatises, digests, encyclopedias, citators, looseleaf services, and

other materials of interest to the legal profession are available. The Library has a collec-

tion of records and briefs for the North Carolina courts, the Fourth Circuit Court

of Appeals, and the United States Supreme Court.

Both WESTLAW and LEXIS, two computer-assisted legal research systems, are

available to students and faculty. Classes to instruct first-year students on the use of

these two systems are part of the required Research and Writing course. Reference

Department personnel train other users at scheduled times. The Library also provides

other types of online services, including DIALOG.
The Library has open stacks and materials are readily accessible to persons doing

legal research. During the regular terms the Library is open from 7:30 a.m. to 12:00
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midnight on weekdays, with shorter hours during weekends and vacation periods.

Individual study carrels and tables are available for approximately five hundred users.

A microform room for the review and copying of materials on microfilm, microfiche,

and microcard is located on the third level of the Library. Photocopying machines

are located throughout the Library.

The facilities of other libraries of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

are open to students in the Law School. The collection of federal and state documents

and materials in the BA/SS Reference Department of Davis Library is of particular

interest to the legal scholar. The Library also uses TRLN (Triangle Research Libraries

Network) to locate materials at Duke University and North Carolina State University.

A computer lab with 10 IBM PCs is located on the third floor of the library. The

lab, open for public use, is staffed by students and cosponsored by the Microcom-

puting Support Center and the Law School Library. Because the lab is on a network,

it is not necessary for students to bring their own software if they use Microsoft Word,

Word Perfect, PC Write, and basic DOS functions; any other software which they wish

to use can be run on the computers if the students provide their own software. Also

available in the lab are CiteRite and Cite Checker, legal citation checking programs

for use with legal documents. Users can access to programmed exercises from the Center

for Computer Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) and to WESTLAW and LEXIS in

the lab.
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ADMISSIONS AND FINANCES

Academic Preparation

The prospective law student needs the broadest possible educational background.

The law faculty recommends courses in English composition and literature, American

and English history, a laboratory science, logic and ethics, psychology, political science,

economics, accounting, Latin or a modern foreign language, mathematics, sociology,

and advanced expository writing.

Nevertheless, the law faculty is less interested in the specific courses taken by the

prelaw student than in his or her development of the capacity to read and comprehend

rapidly and accurately, to speak and write clearly and correctly, to think precisely, to

analyze complex fact situations, and to understand human behavior. The student should

also strive to learn the origin and history of modern institutions and to understand

the functions of law in the modern world.

It is very important that the student form consistent, disciplined, mature habits of

study before entering school.

The Prelaw Handbook, published by the Law School Admission Council in cooper-

ation with the American Bar Association and the Association of American Law

Schools, offers a good comprehensive single source of information on prelaw study,

law schools, admissions, and the legal profession. This book can be purchased directly

from the Law School Admission Service or from bookstores, or may be found in

libraries, prelaw, and guidance offices.

Eligibility for Admission

The minimum academic requirement to be eligible for admission to the School of

Law is an academic degree from an approved accredited college or university. Admission

to the School of Law is a competitive process, and applicants with the strongest creden-

tials have the best chance for admission.

Application for Admission

A completed application for admission file consists of:

1) An application for admission and supplementary forms which should be obtained

from and submitted to the Admissions Office, School of Law, The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall CB# 3380, Chapel Hill, North Caro-

lina 27599, (919) 962-5109, beginning in August for admission in the following August.

Priority is given to applications received by February 1 and completed by March 1.

2) A $35 application fee which should accompany the application form and which

is not refundable and may not be credited or applied to subsequent fees.

3) Transcripts of grades from all colleges or universities attended, processed through

the Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS). The applicant must register with

LSAT/LSDAS, Box 2000, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940 and then assume responsibility

for having all transcripts sent to LSDAS. Transcripts reflecting work completed subse-

quent to completion of an initial LSDAS file or graduate school work should be sent

directly to the law school Admissions Office. Transcripts reflecting summer courses

or coursework from study abroad must also be submitted to LSDAS. Applicants who
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are graduating from undergraduate school in less than four years must submit at least

two and one-half years of academic work to LSDAS.

4) LSAT Scores. All applicants must take the Law School Admission Test (unless

it is waived for physical disability) and have the test score incorporated in the LSAT/

LSDAS report. In the absence of extraordinary circumstances, if a candidate repeats

the LSAT, the average of the scores earned will be used in the admission process.

5) Completed current Law School Application Matching Form obtained from LSAT/

LSDAS Registration Packet, authorizing the law school to order an LSAT/LSDAS report.

6) Additional information which may be required of some applicants.

Applicants are reminded that, although LSAT/LSDAS reports from previous years

are retained and may be retrieved and reported on request, LSDAS registrations expire

after twelve months, and, therefore, an LSDAS registration from a previous year may

not be reused in the current year to complete an application. LSAT/LSDAS reports

previously received by the Office of Admissions and containing complete academic

information on all work attempted and all LSAT results may be used with the approval

of the Office of Admissions.

7) Letters of recommendation are not required. If an applicant chooses to submit

letters, no more than two should be requested.

8) All inquiries regarding the admissions process should be directed to the Office

of Admissions, (919) 962-5109 or (919) 962-0560.

Law School Admission Test

The University of North Carolina School of Law, together with many other law

schools throughout the country, makes use of "The Law School Admission Test" admin-

istered by the Law School Admission Council. Applicants should write to LSAT/

LSDAS, Box 2000, Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940 for an application form for this test

and a bulletin giving information about its administration. This material is also available

on most college campuses and in Chapel Hill at the office of the Dean of the School

of Law and at Nash Hall.

A fee is charged for the examination. The test is given at many points throughout

the country, including Chapel Hill, in September, December, February, and June.

Scores are sent, combined with other data in the LSAT/LSDAS report, to those

law schools to which the applicant submits LSAT/LSDAS Law School Application

Matching Forms.

The Law School Admissions Bulletin contained in the LSAT/LSDAS Registration

Packet includes LSAT preparation material and a complete sample of the test. Applicants

are advised to become familiar with the form, style, and instructions of the test by

completing the sample test under simulated conditions.

Candidates should take the test in June, September, or December for admission in

the following year. The February and June test results are received too late for timely

application in the same year.

Review Process

Admissions decisions are made progressively from December into the late spring,

and are controlled to insure that all applications submitted by February 1 and completed

by March 1 are given equal consideration.
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A substantial majority of admissions decisions are made on the basis of combining

LSAT scores with the undergraduate grades. Those applicants who rank among the

highest and the lowest on this standard are offered or denied admission primarily on

this basis. In order to assure the educational benefits of meaningful diversity of

background and other enriching qualities in the class, those candidates who are ranked

in the middle range on this standard may be considered by the Admissions Committee

on the basis of various other factors reflected in the appropriate sections of the applica-

tion, as well as LSAT scores and undergraduate grades. These factors may include,

among others: extracurricular activities, unique work or service experience, leadership

potential, maturity, demonstrated compassion, a history of overcoming disadvantage

including physical disability, ability to communicate with the poor, exceptional personal

talents, race or ethnic origin, trends or development in academic program, writing

skills, demonstrated analytical skills, strength of undergraduate program, graduate school

performance, and any other relevant factors.

In evaluating undergraduate academic achievement, substantial amounts of credit

earned in various mechanical or technical courses, correspondence courses, military

service, or practical or studio arts and music courses may be excluded.

Acceptance and Enrollment

If an application for admission falls within a clear admission or denial category, the

applicant will receive notification as soon as a decision can be made. If it falls in the

middle range, a decision may be delayed until late spring.

Within the period designated in the notification of admission, the applicant must

make a deposit of $100. This will be credited to University tuition for the term for

which admission is granted and is not refundable.

Beginning students are admitted only once a year to the fall semester. After receiving

notice of admission some beginning students may enroll in the summer session, although

first-year courses are not offered in the summer session. Applicants interested in this

possibility may write to the Dean for details. In the opinion of the law faculty, entry

in the fall is preferable.

Academic Support Program

The Legal Education Advancement Program (LEAP), is a voluntary, pilot program

which was first offered in 1986-87. The program focused on enhancing the performance

of a small group of first-year students, primarily through a structured and intensive

series of study groups. The program will be continued for the 1988-89 academic year.

After offers of admission have been made, some admittees will be invited to participate

in the program by the program director (who is a full-time member of the law faculty).

Invitations are determined upon consideration of a number of predictive academic

factors, including LSAT score, CPA, college attended and class rank. Approximately

twenty students are accepted into the program.

Deferred Admission

Applications are accepted, and admission granted, for the current year only, except

in extraordinary circumstances. Accepted applicants may request a one-year deferment
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by submitting a statement to the Assistant Dean for Admissions detailing reasons for

requesting a deferment. Deferments are approved on an individual basis.

Admission to Advanced Standing

A student from another school of law which is a member of the Association of Ameri-

can Law Schools or approved by the American Bar Association Section of Legal Educa-

tion and Admission to the Bar may be admitted to advanced standing as a candidate

for a degree. As a rule, no more than one year's work in another school will be credited,

but, with the consent of the faculty of this school, two year's work may be credited

in exceptional cases, provided the last year of work for the degree in law is done in

residence. A student seeking admission to advanced standing must present satisfactory

evidence that at the time he or she began the study of law he or she would have been

an acceptable applicant for admission to this law school.

Applicants for admission to advanced standing are generally admitted for the fall

semester. No student will be admitted who is ineligible to return to the institution

last attended.

An application for admission to advanced standing consists of the same items required

of beginning students, as well as grades for completed law school courses, and should

be submitted by April 15. Grades for law courses completed after that date must be

transmitted as soon as available. The application must also include a statement of

the reason for the proposed transfer and a letter of good standing from the current

law school Dean.

Since the number of vacancies, if any, in the advanced classes cannot be determined

until spring semester grading is completed, admissions decisions are not usually made

before mid-July.

Visiting Students for the Academic Year

A student currently enrolled at another law school may apply as a visiting student

(nondegree) by submitting the application for admission, the application fee, a statement

as to the reason for visiting, and copies of transcripts from all law schools attended.

EXPENSES

Tuition and fees for 1987-88 were $888 for residents of North Carolina and $5032

for nonresidents. The University reserves the right, with the approval of the proper

authorities, to make changes in tuition and fees at any time.

The Student Aid Office establishes student budgets to help students in planning

for expenses. For additional information on these budgets, please contact the Student

Aid Office, CB# 2300, 300 Vance Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599.
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University Policies for Payment of Accounts

Penalty Charges

Tuition and fees are due at registration and must be paid by the last day of registration

for each semester. Failure to pay at the proper time will result in a late payment fee

and possible disenroUment.

Tuition Refunds

Students who officially withdraw from the University within nine weeks of registration

may receive a partial refund of the tuition and fees paid for that semester. The refund

is prorated over a period of nine weeks at a rate of one-tenth of the semester's bill

after deduction of an administrative charge.

Financial Aid

Financial aid, including scholarships and federally supported loans, such as Guaranteed

Student Loans (GSL), Supplemental loans and Carl Perkins Loans (formerly National

Direct Student Loans), is available to law students who meet federal and University

eligibility requirements. Applicants for admission or students applying for need-based

scholarships and/or loans must submit a Financial Aid Form (FAF) to the Student

Aid Office by March 1. Financial Aid Forms are available from College Scholarship

Service, CN 6328, Princeton, NJ 08541, from the UNC Student Aid Office, and from

student aid offices at most universities and colleges. Additional information concerning

financial aid may be obtained from the UNC Student Aid Office, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 300 Vance Hall, Chapel Hill 27599, or by returning

the designated card included in the application for admission materials.

Scholarships

A limited number of scholarships based on need and/or merit are awarded each

year by the School of Law. Accepted applicants are automatically considered for merit

scholarships. Applicants or students applying for need-based scholarships must submit

an FAF to the Student Aid Office.

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS

AYCOCK-POE SCHOLARSHIP This scholarship was established in honor of Charles

B. Aycock, lawyer and Governor of North Carolina from 1901-1905; William B. Aycock,

Professor of Law; and Clarence Poe, editor and businessman. It is awarded annually

to outstanding law students or incoming students who are residents of North Carolina

and who have demonstrated proficiency in the English language.

E. S. W. DAMERON SCHOLARSHIP The heirs of E. S. W. Dameron, Sr., have estab-

lished a fund providing annual scholarships to students who have demonstrated superior

academic performance during law school.
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FRANKLIN T. DUPREE, SR., MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship was

established in honor and memory of Franklin T. Dupree, Sr., who practiced law in

Angier for more than fifty years, by his sons. It is awarded annually to a student genuinely

in need who plans to practice law in North Carolina.

NICHOLAS T. AND ALMA S. GOUDES SCHOLARSHIP Nicholas T. and Alma

S. Goudes have established this merit scholarship to be awarded each year to an incoming

or current law student with exceptional academic abilities.

WALLACE R. GRAY SCHOLARSHIP This scholarship was established in honor

of Wallace R. Gray, Class of 1953. It is awarded based on merit to a member of the

entering class.

MILDRED M. AND WILLIAM A. JOHNSON SCHOLARSHIP The Mildred M.

and William A. Johnson Scholarship and the Millard S. Breckenridge Scholarship

are awarded on a need basis to residents ofNorth Carolina who have exhibited outstand-

ing academic performance.

TED C. LEONARD, JR., SCHOLARSHIP This scholarship was established in honor

of Ted C. Leonard, Jr., Class of 1956.

CHARLES S. MANGUM, JR., SCHOLARSHIP The Charles S. Mangum, Jr., Schol-

arship Fund, established from the estate of Charles S. Mangum, provides an annual

merit scholarship to a member of the entering class who, upon satisfactory performance,

retains the scholarship for the three years of law school.

L. A. MARTIN SCHOLARSHIP The L. A. Martin Scholarship was established by

a bequest of Lister A. Martin as a memorial to his grandson, Martin N. Erwin.

NORTH CAROLINA SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION FRED O. BOWMAN
SCHOLARSHIP The Fred O. Bowman Scholarship Fund was established by the North

Carolina Soft Drink Association in memory of its executive director. It provides for

one or more annual scholarships, usually to incoming students who have demonstrated

need and have been bona fide residents of North Carolina for five years preceding

admission to the School of Law.

SEAWELL SCHOLARSHIP. Income from a fund established as a memorial to the

late North Carolina Supreme Court Justice A. A. F. Seawell and two of his sons, Malcolm

B. Seawell and Edward H. Seawell, provides approximately $600 annually for a scholarship

to a law student.

CHIEF JUSTICE WALTER PARKER STACY SCHOLARSHIP FUND. This fund

was established in honor and in memory of Chief Justice Walter P. Stacy, a 1908 graduate

of the University and a recipient in 1923 of an honorary L.L.D. It is awarded annually

to a student who is a resident of North Carolina or who was born in North Carolina.

W. FRANK TAYLOR SCHOLARSHIP The scholarship is awarded in recognition

of the outstanding service of Mr. Taylor to the state of North Carolina as State Senator

and Speaker of the House of Representatives and to The University of North Carolina

as long-time member of the Board of Trustees of UNC-CH. It is awarded each year

to a member of the entering class (preferably to a student from Wayne or Duplin coun-

ties, North Carolina) and is retained for the three years of law school upon satisfactory

performance.
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J. NELSON YOUNG SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship, established in honor and

memory of law professor Nelson Young, is awarded annually to an outstanding third-

year student who is interested in pursuing a career in tax law. The recipient is selected

based on his or her performance in tax law courses, experience in accounting work,

and need for scholarship assistance.

OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS

LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIPS. The Law Alumni Association

has made available funds for scholarship grants to be awarded on the basis of promise

of superior academic performance and demonstrated need. Specific awards include:

HENRY R BRANDIS, JR., LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP, in

recognition of the outstanding service of Henry P. Brandis, Jr., dean of the School

of Law from 1949-1964.

ALBERT JOSEPH ELLIS SCHOLARSHIP This scholarship of $1,000 is awarded

each year to a member of the entering class. It is retained for three years upon

satisfactory performance. Recipients are selected on the basis of merit and need.

Special effort is made to identify students with the potential and inclination for

the kind of career of public service that distinguished Albert Ellis's productive and

inspiring life.

MAURICE T. VAN HECKE LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP,
in recognition of the outstanding service of the late Maurice T. Van Hecke, dean

and professor at the School of Law.

ROBERT HASLEY WETTACH LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SCHOLAR-
SHIP, in honor of the late Robert Hasley Wettach, dean and professor at the School

of Law.

LAW FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS. The Law Foundation has made funds avail-

able for scholarship grants to be awarded to law students based on outstanding academic

performance.

HUNTON & WILLIAMS SCHOLARSHIP The firm of Hunton & Williams, through

its Raleigh Office, has established a $1,500 annual scholarship in recognition of the

quality of the legal education at this school. Character, academic excellence, and need

are taken into consideration in the awarding of the scholarship.

MINORITY PRESENCE GRANT PROGRAM. Under the Board of Governors general

Minority Presence Grant Program, black students may be eligible for special financial

assistance if they are residents of North Carolina, enrolled for at least three hours

of degree-credit coursework, and demonstrate financial need.

MINORITY PRESENCE GRANT PROGRAM FOR LAW. The Minority Presence

Grant Program for Law provides stipends of up to $4,000 for the academic year, with

an option of $500 in additional support for study in the summer session, for black

residents of North Carolina who are selected to participate. Recipients are selected

on the basis of merit and need and must be full-time students pursuing law degrees

at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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STUDENT FUNDED FELLOWSHIPS. Student Funded Fellowships (SFF) was created

to assist UNC-CH law students explore employment opportunities in public interest

law. Many law students, although interested in nontraditional legal careers, are unable

to get experience in public interest law because summer jobs in this sector typically

offer little or no pay. SFF grants help students, who would otherwise be financially

unable, work for the public sector. The funds for SFF grants are totally dependent

upon donations from UNC-CH students and faculty. Each spring, a drive is conducted

to solicit pledges from students and faculty. During the fall, these pledges are collected

and are used to subsidize student jobs the following summer. SFF grants are designed

to achieve three goals. First, they help free students to explore their own interests in

law. Second, they help students acquire practical experience in their chosen area of

public interest law. Third, and perhaps most importantly, these students return to school

as valuable sources of information about and insight into the public service sector of law.

STUDENT STORES SCHOLARSHIPS. This scholarship is funded by profits from

the University Student Stores. Recipients are selected annually by the Dean on the

basis of academic merit without regard to financial need.

TUITION DEPOSIT SCHOLARSHIPS. This scholarship is provided annually through

the funds collected from the forfeiture of tuition deposits by entering students.

Loans

Applicants for admission or students can obtain applications for Guaranteed Student

Loans and loans not based on need, such as Supplemental Loans and Law Access

Loans, from the UNC Student Aid Office, participating banks. College Foundation

(restricted to residents of North Carolina; contact the Student Aid Office for informa-

tion), and Law Access, Box 2500, Newtown, PA 19840. Those interested in need-based

loans must submit an FAF to the Student Aid Office by March 1 and have Financial

Aid Transcripts sent to the Student Aid Office from the student aid offices of their

undergraduate institutions.

Students are required to meet federal and University financial need eligibility require-

ments for loans.

The Student Bar Foundation, a student organization, awards loans to a limited number

of students who demonstrate substantial financial need. Applications may be obtained

during the academic year from the Foundation office in the law school.

An emergency loan fund in memory of the late Associate Dean Morris R. Gelblum

has been established to assist students in temporary financial hardship. The fund makes

available small noninterest-bearing loans for short periods of time. In addition, the

Student Aid Office has a limited Emergency Loan Fund from which short-term loans

up to $300 can be made in critical situations, with repayment due in not more than

ninety days.

Employment

The study of law is a full-time obligation requiring the average student to devote

at least 60 hours per week to his or her courses. The law faculty recommends most

strongly that students arrange their finances so as to avoid the necessity of outside

employment, particularly during the first year. Accreditation standards require that
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a student may not be employed in excess of 20 hours per week while attending law

school on a full-time basis.

For those students who must work, a limited number of positions are available in

the Law Library. Inquiries should be addressed to the Librarian. A number of second-

and third-year students are employed as research assistants within the law school. Notices

of these opportunities are posted as they become available. Law students may be employed

by the University as residence hall counselors. Information and applications may be

obtained from the Office of Residence Life, Carr Building.

North Carolina Lawyers' Research Service is a student-run, nonprofit corporation

fulfilling a twofold purpose. Paid student researchers, primarily second- and third-year

students, gain experience in legal research aimed at concrete actual situations and in

dealing with attorneys for whom they are working. Practicing attorneys have a resource

in the law school where for minimal fees they can have specific areas of the law researched

and summarized in a memorandum geared especially to the facts of their cases.

The Student Aid Office is the central location where notices of campus and commu-
nity job opportunities are posted in the stairwell ofVance Hall. Such jobs are negotiated

independently with employers on and off campus.

Orientation, August, 1987
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THE LAW CURRICULUM

THE FIRST YEAR
All first-year courses are required.

Civil Procedure Law 201-202 3 hrs, fall; 3 hrs, spring

A comprehensive survey course. Attention is paid to the historical evolution of

the Anglo-American procedural systems into the major contemporary American

types, with emphasis being placed upon study of the latter. Pleading, parties, joinder,

discovery, pretrial regulation, summary judgment and other disposition without

trial, conduct of trial, jury selection, evidence assessment motions, jury instruction,

verdicts, judgments, appellate review, res judicata. Gibson, Kalo, Louis, Weishurd.

Contracts Law 203-204 3 hrs, fall; 3 hrs, spring

Offer and acceptance, consideration, assignment, third-party beneficiaries, express

and implied conditions including material on each and some brief study of mistake,

quasi-contract, the parole evidence rule, impossibility, the Statute of Frauds and

related matters. Blakey, Broome, Brown, Hazen.

Criminal Law Law 205 3 hrs, fall

Principles of criminal law and the role of the criminal law in society; its scope,

limitations, justifications, and idiosyncrasies. Bilionis, Loewy, Rosen.

Property Law 207-208 3 hrs, fall; 3 hrs, spring

Introduction to estates in land and future interests, the doctrine of the use; the

modern impact of English feudalism. Concurrent estates. Landlord-tenant rights

and remedies. Land sale contracts; the statute of frauds, construction of contracts,

equitable conversion. Conveyance by deed; delivery, escrows, construction. The

recording system and the chain of title. Adverse possession. Title covenants and

title insurance. Creation, scope, and termination of easements and covenants affect-

ing land. Regulation of the use of land; nuisance, zoning, subdivision, regulation,

and eminent domain. Haskell, Orth, Powell.

Torts Law 209-210 3 hrs, fall; 3 hrs, spring

Broad coverage of common law and statutory principles governing compensation

for personal injury, property damage, and other harm. Specific areas of study in-

clude: intentional torts, negligence, wrongful death, worker's compensation, liability

related to animals and abnormally dangerous activities, products liability, nuisance,

misrepresentation, defamation, and privacy. Byrd, Corrado, Daye, Haas, Homstein,

Rhoden, Sharp, Wing.

Introduction to Legal Writing and Bibliography Law 295 1 hr. fall

Instruction and assignments in legal bibliography and tools of research. Students

are responsible for completion of two brief writing assignments. Additional work

to insure writing competence may be required in individual instances. This course

provides the basis for the spring semester Legal Research and Writing course. Tracy,

Staff.
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Legal Research and Writing Law 296 3 hrs, spring

A comprehensive introduction to legal research and writing. Students are required

to complete an extensive memorandum of law and a moot court brief and to

make an oral moot court argument. Additional work to insure writing competence

may be required in individual instances. Emphasis is placed on legal analysis, syn-

thesis, and effective legal writing. Tracy, Staff.

ADVANCED COURSES

Although all courses of study in the second and third years are elective, except that

the requirement of instruction in professional responsibility may presently only be satisfied

by completing the course in Professional Responsibility, a number of courses should

be considered as foundation courses because they provide the vocabulary and structure

for advanced legal work, whether that work be in the Law School or in the practice.

Those foundation courses which provide the background necessary for most curriculum

paths are scheduled primarily for the convenience of second-year students. Those stu-

dents who do not take those courses in the second year must take the risk they will

be unable to get the section of their choice in the third year. Third year priorities

do not extend to those courses.

Second year foundation courses include: Business Associations, Constitutional Law,

Criminal Procedure: Investigation, Evidence, Income Taxation, Probate and Trusts and

Estates I and II.

Students should plan a program of 10-15 hours of credit in each semester, keeping

in mind that a total of 86 semester hours of credit is required for graduation.

Courses and seminars whose description indicates a semester and instructor will

be offered in the 1988-89 school year. Other listings are indicative of courses which

have been offered in recent years and which may be offered in subsequent years depen-

dent upon staffing. The School of Law reserves the right to withdraw and add courses

or change course content at any time.

Administrative Law Law 220 3 hrs, fall and spring

The law governing the operation of administrative officers, boards, bureaus and

commissions; their procedure; their exercise of powers, legislative and judicial in

nature; and the role of the courts on judicial review of administrative decisions.

Hornstein, Powell.

Admiralty Law 222 3 hrs, spring

Maritime jurisdiction, torts, contracts and possessory libels; seamen's rights; carriage

of goods, maritime liens; charter parties; salvage; general average; collision; limita-

tion of liability and marine insurance. Kalo.

Antitrust Law Law 226 3 hrs, fall

An examination of the federal antitrust laws, specifically the Sherman Act, the

Clayton Act (excluding the Robinson-Patman Act) and the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act. The course concentrates on the sources and abuses of market power

and the ways in which competitors may combine or agree with each other or

their customers or suppliers to limit or restrain competition. Although the economic
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and business aspects of these problems are closely studied, the underlying principles

are provided in the course and casebook. Consequently, an undergraduate back-

ground in these areas is unnecessary. Students who have taken the course in Trade

Regulation, which surveys many of the same areas, may not take this course. Louis.

The subject of this course is the government regulation of banks and other financial

institutions, both at the federal and state levels. The course will focus on the

legal structure of the industry, the formation and geographic expansion of banks,

bank holding companies, and limited service banks, regulations relating to loans

and other investments, expansion of bank activities into nonbanking areas, and

international banking. Broome.

Bioethics and Law Law 221 2 hrs

The ethical and legal problems of expanding biological technology, such as experimen-

tation and research, control of mind and behavior, genetic control, reproductive con-

trol, death control, and organ transplantation. Enrollment limited to 24.

Business Associations Law 228 4 hrs, fall and spring

An introduction to the law of corporations with supplemental attention given

to partnership and agency law. Most of the course is devoted to an examination

of the structure, control, and characteristics of the modern business corporation.

It focuses on the organization of corporations, the distribution and exercise of

powers of stockholders, directors, and officers, and the enforcement of corporate

duties. It also considers some basic concepts of the law of agency and some aspects

of partnership law. Clifford, Hazen, Taylor.

Civil Legal Assistance Clinic Law 391 6 hrs, fall-spring

Students represent indigent clients under direct faculty supervision. Cases may

include landlord-tenant disputes, consumer claims, and government benefit claims.

Students interview clients and witnesses, negotiate with opposing parties and their

attorneys, prepare and argue legal motions, and conduct all trials and hearings.

This is a two-semester course and is open only to third-year students. Enrollment

is limited to facilitate supervision. Students entering the Civil Legal Assistance

Clinic must also register for Lawyering Process— Civil in the fall. Prerequisite: Trial

Advocacy (may be taken concurrently). Bennett, Ratliff.

Commercial Paper Law 264 2 hrs, fall and spring

The form and the legal and commercial advantages of negotiable instruments

(promissory notes and checks); their use in consumer and commercial credit trans-

actions; the conceptual devices including the concept of the holder in due course,

by which the goal of protecting the interest of consumer and commercial debtors

is reconciled with the goal of providing low cost credit. Analyzes the devices by which

losses occasioned by the theft and alteration of negotiable instruments are allocated

among the parties to these instruments, and similarly analyzes the allocation of

losses occasioned by the insolvency of a party. Articles Three and Four of the

Uniform Commercial Code are studied in depth. Brown.

Conflict of Laws Law 232 3 hrs, spring

A study of the rules applicable in private law where at least one of the elements

in the case is connected with some state or country other than the one in which

Banking Law Law 237 3 hrs, fall
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suit is brought. The course is often described as private international law. Areas

considered include problems of domicile, characterization and conflict rule formula-

tion, the recognition and enforcement of judgments of sister states and foreign

countries; constitutional limitations on legal solutions to interstate transactions;

and the criteria for choice of law in multistate tort, contract, workmen's compensa-

tion, property, family law, and business organization situations. Emphasis is placed

on practical applications to tort and business litigation with interstate aspects.

Sharp.

Constitutional Law Law 234 4 hrs, fall and spring

Judicial review of constitutional issues. The allocation of power between the state

and federal governments, and the separate branches of the federal government.

The limitations upon either government imposed by specific prohibitions, such

as the First and Fourteenth Amendments. Loe<wy, Murphy.

Constitutional Law Law 234A-234B 6 hrs, fall-spring

This year-long, six-hour course may be elected in lieu of the one-semester, four-hour

course in Constitutional Law. Covers the same materials in greater depth and

breadth and with more attention to current Supreme Court decisions and trends

than possible in the four-hour course. Students have term paper option. Registration

for four-hour course precludes registration for either semester of this course. Pollitt.

Consumer Law Law 235 3 hrs, spring

Introduction to selected legislative, administrative, and judicial developments relat-

ing to disclosure of information and curbs on deceptive and abusive practices. There

will be a particular focus on the federal Consumer Credit Protection Act, state

retail installments sales acts, and federal and state laws relating to unfair and decep-

tive trade practices. Clifford.

Corporate Finance Law 236 3 hrs

An advanced course in the law of corporations, being an examination of various

aspects of corporate finance and means of effecting basic corporate changes. Con-

siders types of securities, distributions to stockholders, and corporate acquisitions,

mergers, recapitalizations, and charter amendments. Prerequisite: Business Associa-

tions.

Criminal Law Clinic (year-long) Law 390 6 hrs, fall-spring

Students represent defendants and convicted prisoners under direct faculty supervi-

sion. Typical cases involve misdemeanors, juvenile cases, and probation revocation

hearings in district and superior courts and parole hearings at the federal correc-

tional institution at Butner, North Carolina. Students interview clients and

witnesses, negotiate with prosecutors, prepare and argue legal motions, and con-

duct all trials and hearings. The course must be taken for two semesters and is

open to third-year students only. Enrollment is limited to facilitate supervision.

Students entering the Criminal Law Clinic must also register for Lawyering

Process— Criminal in the fall. Prerequisites: Criminal Procedure: Investigation, Trial

Advocacy (may be taken concurrently); Criminal Procedure: Adjudication is

strongly recommended. Larimer, Robertson.
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Criminal Law Clinic (semester) Law 395-396 3 hrs. fall or spring

Students represent defendants and convicted prisoners under direct faculty supervi-

sion. Typical cases involve misdemeanors, juvenile cases, and probation revocation

hearings in district and superior courts and parole hearings at the federal correc-

tional institution at Butner, North Carolina. Students interview clients and wit-

nesses, negotiate with prosecutors, prepare and argue legal motions, and conduct

all trials and hearings. The course is open to third-year students only. Enrollment

is limited to facilitate supervision. Students taking the fall Criminal Law Clinic

must also register for Lawyering Process— Criminal in the fall. Prerequisites: Crimi-

nal Procedure: Investigation, Trial Advocacy (may be taken concurrently); Criminal

Procedure: Adjudication is strongly recommended. Larimer, Robertson.

Criminal Procedure: Adjudication Law 225 3 hrs, spring

Includes subjects such as institution and screening of criminal charges (grand jury,

preliminary hearing, prosecutorial discretion); joinder and severance; pretrial release;

prejudicial publicity; jury trial; privilege against self-incrimination; guilty pleas;

speedy trial; confrontation and compulsory process; right to counsel; contempt;

sentencing; double jeopardy; appeal; postconviction challenges. Nakell.

Criminal Procedure: Investigation Law 206 3 hrs, fall and spring

The scope and limitations of permissible law enforcement conduct in the investiga-

tion of crime. Principal areas of coverage include search and seizure, police interro-

gation, and procedures for the identification of suspects. Bilionis, Loewy.

Debtor-Creditor Relations Law 238 3 hrs, spring

A study of the practical and legal dynamics of insufficient assets situations. What

problems and conflicts arise for all concerned when one person's assets are not

sufficient to meet the claims of all creditors? How does the law cope with these

problems, resolve these conflicts and on what terms does it offer relief to debtors

and afford remedies to creditors? The organizing doctrine of the course is the

Federal Bankruptcy Code, and state-created creditor remedies and debtor relief

devices are studied in this context both for their own importance and as they

are affected by bankruptcy. Gibson.

Dispute Resolution Law 219 3 hrs, spring

Examines the dynamics, advantages, and disadvantages of numerous techniques,

other than litigation in the courts, for resolving disputes in a variety of contexts.

Some attention is given to negotiation, but primary emphasis is on processes involv-

ing the use of third-party neutrals, such as mediation, arbitration, mini-trials, rent-a-

judge, ombudsmen, etc. Principal component of the course is arbitration. Murphy.

Employment Discrimination Law 243 3 hrs, spring

The legal and related issues raised in the employment area by laws (principally

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964) which attempt to end a system of public

and private employment based on an assumed natural superiority of the white

race and male sex. The major area of attention will focus on the substantive question

of what practices are, or should be, forbidden. Consideration will also be given

to questions of remedies and procedure. Murphy.
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Environmental Law Law 241 3 hrs, spring

A survey of national environmental law and policy. Particular topics may include

water resources development, water and air pollution control, public land use policy,

governmental regulation of the use of private lands, protection and use of the

land-water margin, pesticide and toxic substance regulation, and solid wastes policy.

Hornstein.

Evidence Law 242 3 hrs, fall and spring

Witnesses, examination, competency, and privilege. Rules of exclusion; evidence

illegally obtained; opinion evidence; the hearsay rule and its exceptions. Rules

as to writings, evidence of authenticity; best evidence rule. Remote and prejudicial

evidence. Character and reputation. Judicial notice. Blakey, Cary, Massaro.

Evidence, Advanced Law 227 3 hrs, spring

Advanced study of basic topics covered in the beginning evidence course, including

hearsay, expert testimony, and character, as well as presumptions, judicial notice,

privileges, and constitutional issues concerning hearsay. Small-group courtroom

role play exercises are used. Prerequisite: Evidence. Blakey.

Family Law Law 244 3 hrs, fall and spring

A survey of the legal doctrines and policies concerning the creation, termination,

and incidents of certain statuses: principally, spouse, parent, and child. The greatest

portion of the course is devoted to the dissolution of marriage and the concomitant

allocation, by contract or operation of law, of family wealth and child custody.

Other topics include contracts in lieu of marriage; common law marriage; interstate

and international aspects of family law; individual autonomy versus governmentally

sanctioned morality; family autonomy versus governmental protection of family

members, especially children. Haas, Sharp.

Federal Jurisdiction Law 246 3 hrs, fall and spring

Functionally, a study of the judicial federalism. Central emphasis is given to the

original and removal jurisdiction of the Federal District Courts, with attention

also given to the appellate jurisdiction of the United States Court of Appeals

and to the original and appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the United

States. Conflicts between the federal and state judicial systems, and legislative

and judicial efforts to resolve them, receive special attention. Gibson, Louis.

Gender-based Discrimination Law 281 3 hrs, spring

An overview of various areas of the law in which men and women are treated

differently. Focus is on outmoded sexual stereotypes embodied in laws and regula-

tions and the attitudes existent in the judicial system. Areas of study include

the constitutional standard of review for gender discrimination, family roles,

domestic violence, employment, criminal law and the criminal justice system, credit,

and education. Gasaway.

Health, Law, and Public Policy Law 251 3 hrs, fall

An overview of the law as it relates to the health services delivery system. Includes

the financing of health services, the role of the government in protecting and

promoting health, the relationship between providers and consumers of health

services, a review of current public policy issues such as national health insurance,
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government regulation of the distribution of health-related resources, and limita-

tions on scientific and medical research. Wing.

Housing Law 255 3 hrs, spring

Major federal housing and community development programs for urban and rural

areas, together with selected state and local programs. Topics include: role relation-

ships and role conceptions— federal, state, and local; role of the judiciary in protect-

ing and expanding rights; housing strategies and alternatives; program models

for housing (including public housing, low- and moderate-income housing, leasing,

housing allowances, income support systems); community development models

and control devices for urban and rural areas (including urban renewal, neighbor-

hood development, model cities, community development block grants, zoning

and land use controls, and new communities); tenants' rights and other selected

legal and constitutional issues; economic and racial discrimination in housing

and development. Daye.

Insurance Law 250 2 hrs

General principles of insurance, including governmental supervision, property

insurance, liability (including automobile) insurance, life insurance, selection and

control of risks, marketing, and adjustments of claims.
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Intellectual Property Law 265 3 hrs, fall

The nature of copyright, trademark, patent, and trade secret protection. Circum-

stances under which each is appropriate and the steps necessary to secure, maintain,

and enforce each form of protection. Considerable emphasis on adapting traditional

intellectual property concepts to computer technology. Gasaway.

International Business Transactions Law 279 3 hrs

Concentrates on three areas: government regulation of importing and exporting;

tax considerations in international business; and international aspects ofUS anti-

trust laws. Examines in depth the legal, sociopolitical, and bureaucratic factors

that affect each of these areas.

International Law Law 252 3 hrs, fall

Concentrates on practical problems of international law. Subjects considered include

sources and development of international law; treaty making, interpretation, en-

forcement and termination; recognition; territory; nationality; jurisdiction and

immunities; state responsibility and international claims; and the law of war and

neutrality. Weisburd.

Interviewing, Counseling, and Negotiation Law 277 3 hrs

Taught largely through role play assignments in which students perform as lawyers,

clients, and witnesses and through research, readings, and a series of papers con-

cerning these performances and their implications. Because the interviewing,

counseling, and negotiation cannot take place in a vacuum, this course also involves

advanced legal research, evidence, and professional responsibility.

Labor Law Law 254 3 hrs, fall

Examines unionization and collective bargaining under the National Labor Rela-

tions Act, including the rights of employees, employer unfair labor practices, limits

on union economic pressure, and the administration of the collective bargaining

agreement. Pollitt.

Land Use Control Law 290 3 hrs, spring

Legal devices to regulate the use of land and to implement land use planning.

Emphasis on zoning, subdivision control, historic preservation, and other selected

topics. Completion of (or concurrent enrollment in) Constitutional Law is strongly

recommended. Wegner.

Law and Medicine Law 263 3 hrs

Deals with three broad topics: medical malpractice, structuring a malpractice case,

and emerging ethical problems. Subissues include standard malpractice law, including

psychiatric malpractice; informed consent; specialty practice; hospital law; problems

of medical proof; forensic medicine; psychological impact of malpractice litigation on

client, physician, and patient; interviewing techniques; ethical problems facing the

legal and medical professions; and issues posed by developing medical technology.

Lawyering Process— Civil Law 233 3 hrs, fall

A course designed to teach students litigation skills with emphasis on civil practice.

Topics covered include counseling, fact and legal investigation, case preparation,

negotiation, deposition practice, preparing interrogatories, and conducting pretrial

conferences. Taught through simulation exercises and lecture/discussion classes.

Open only to students enrolled in the Civil Legal Assistance Clinic. Bennett, Ratliff.
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Lawyering Process— Criminal Law 231 3 hrs, fall

A course designed to teach students litigation skills with emphasis on criminal

practice. Topics covered include interviewing, counseling, fact and legal investiga-

tion, case preparation, plea bargaining, bail hearings, discovery, and sentencing

advocacy. Taught through simulation exercises and lecture/discussion classes. Open

only to students enrolled in the Criminal Law Clinic. Robertson, Rosen, Larimer.

Legal Accounting Law 256 3 hrs

An introduction to the fundamentals of accounting theory and practice and their

relationship to the lawyer's function, particularly with respect to commercial, corporate,

securities, and tax law. Emphasis is upon the accounting conventions governing the

recording of business transactions, the determination of income, allocation of costs

and expense, and the preparation of financial statements. Additional topics include

consideration of the accountant's professional status and responsibility, and an

introduction to basic principles of financial analysis. This course is offered for

students who have had little or no accounting background. Students who have

had more than six semester hours of college accounting must obtain the permis-

sion of the instructor to enroll for credit.

Legal History Law 259 3 hrs

An introduction to historical ways of thinking about the law and legal development.

Emphasis will be placed on the "modern" history of the common law, in England

since Blackstone and in America since the Revolution. Prior historical study is

not a prerequisite.

Local Government Law Law 257 3 hrs, fall

An examination of the powers of and constraints upon local and state governments.

Organization of local governments, including incorporation and annexation; state

and local regulatory and fiscal powers and limitations; public officers and employees;

liability under state and federal law; voting rights and problems of school finance.

Does not overlap with coverage in Land Use Control. Wegner.

Morality and Law Law 240 3 hrs, spring

Morality and the Law is a philosophical and legal exploration of the justifications

for, and limitations on, state intervention in individual liberty. Readings include

John Stuart Mill's On Liberty, philosophical debates on the legal enforcement

of morals, and case studies on topics such as homosexuality, incest, pornography,

duty to rescue, abortion, and animal rights. Other topics include state paternalism

and cases involving seatbelt or motorcycle helmet requirements, prohibition of

drug use and suicide. Grading is by paper. Enrollment limited to 25 students.

Rhoden.

Ocean and Coastal Law Law 262 3 hrs, fall

A study of legal doctrines, policy choice, and policy evaluation relating to the

allocation and use of ocean and coastal resources. Areas of emphasis include inter-

national, national, and state law pertaining to marine pollution; energy production

through utilization of outer continental shelf oil and gas reserves; thermal energy

conversion and other methods; the utilization of fish stocks and other food

resources of the oceans; the exploitation of mineral resources; waste disposal; and
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the problem of preservation of the ecological and physical processes of the marine

environment and the coastal zone. Kalo.

Introduction to problems in the philosophy of law, under four general headings:

(1) justification (utilitarian and nonutilitarian theories of punishment; fairness

and utility in tort law; the normative economic approach to remedies); (2) responsi-

bility and action (actions and omissions; causation; mental states; attempts; insan-

ity); (3) rights (nature of rights; harm; limits of the law); and (4) legal reasoning

(the role of logic in legal decision-making; precedent; judicial discretion; hard and

easy cases). Corrado.

Probate Law Law 293 3 hrs, fall

An introduction to the law of intestate succession, wills, trusts, future interests,

and administration, approached from the perspective of the planner and drafter.

Although some tax matters are considered, the course focuses on typical small

to medium-sized estates in which federal tax problems do not predominate.

The course is a substitute for Trusts and Estates I and II for students who do

not expect estate planning or real estate titles to be significant areas of interest

but who want some acquaintance with issues that arise in wills, trusts, and future

interests. Since the course is designed for nonspecialists, those who elect it will

not be eligible for the Estate Planning Seminar. It is not open to those who have

taken Trusts and Estates I and II. Roberts.

Professional Responsibility Law 266 2 hrs, fall and spring

The lawyer's obligation to clients, the courts, and the public. The organization

and ethics of the legal profession including the qualification, admission, and disci-

pline of lawyers. Bennett, Massaro, Powell.

Psychiatry and the Law Law 260 3 hrs, spring

Focuses on three issues: the manner in which psychiatric concepts and techniques

can be utilized to understand the motivation and actions of clients; the legal issues

created by delivery of services to the mentally ill in both civil and criminal settings;

and the role that mental health professionals play in the legal system. The course

is taught by a psychiatrist and emphasizes discussions of general concepts and

controversies rather than specific case analyses. Halleck.

Real Estate Finance Law 270 2 hrs, spring

The law of real property security, including an examination of mortgages, deeds

of trust, and mortgage substitutes. Topics such as priorities among security interests;

rights on default and foreclosure; deficiency judgments; mechanics' liens; and the

secondary mortgage market will be considered. Peeples.

Real Estate Practice Law 275 2 hrs, spring

Problems and practices in representing the vendor or purchaser of various kinds

of real estate, with emphasis on single-family, residential transactions. Contracts,

options, surveys, descriptions, title examination, title objections, opinions on title,

title insurance and coverage, closing documents, closings, ethical considerations.

Students will prepare various instruments and conduct representative transactions.

Enrollment is limited to 20 students. Harllee.

Philosophy of Law Law 292 3 hrs, spring
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Remedies Law 274 3 hrs, fall and spring

Coverage includes remedies in equity, restitution, and damages; the substantive

principles of equity and restitution; and the influence of remedy and substantive

law upon each other. Coverage of the damage remedy includes its goals and basic

premises, the elements and measure of recovery, limitations upon recovery, and

various types of punitive awards. Coverage of equitable remedies includes limita-

tions upon the exercise of equitable jurisdiction and such traditional equitable

remedies as specific performance, injunction, reformation, and rescission. Both

the substantive and remedial aspects of restitution are examined. Considerations

affecting the availability of and choice among remedies are explored. Byrd, Weisburd.

Sales and Secured Transactions Law 276 4 hrs, fall and spring

Coverage in depth of the sale of goods and secured transactions involving personal

property and fixtures. Formation of the contract of sale warranties, performance

obligations, risk of loss, default, monetary and other remedies. Creation and perfec-

tion of security interests, priorities, and remedies upon default. Broome, Brown,

Clifford.

Scientific Theory and Method for Lawyers Law 291 3 hrs

A course designed to acquaint nonspecialists with some of the scientific principles

that are playing an increasingly important role in the resolution of legal disputes.

Discussion, lecture, problems, and simulation will be used to introduce such broadly

applicable scientific principles as hypothesis building and testing, probability, statis-

tical inference, and the experimental method. Examples will be drawn from diverse

disciplines, including engineering, economics, statistics, psychology, and anthro-

pology. Emphasis on general problems with scientific expert testimony. No scientific

background required.

Securities Regulation Law 278 3 hrs, spring

A comprehensive and intensive survey of the statutes and regulations governing

the distribution of securities, trading of securities on the stock exchanges and

the over-the-counter markets, the regulation of broker-dealers, and the growing

role of institutional investors. Primary focus is placed upon the Securities Act

of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, with limited attention to state "Blue

Sky" securities legislation. Prerequisite: Business Associations (may be taken concur-

rently). Hazen.

Taxation, Corporate Law 284 3 hrs, fall and spring

Taxation of corporations, corporate dividend and liquidating distributions, corpo-

rate organizations and reorganizations. Prerequisites: Income Taxation, Business

Associations. Bryan, Turnier, Zelenak.

Taxation, Estate and Gift Law 282 2 hrs, fall and spring

Fundamentals of estate, inheritance, and gift taxation, with applications in estate

planning. Turnier, Zelenak.

Taxation, Income Law 280 3 hrs, fall and spring

A study of basic legal problems involved in the federal and state income tax laws,

together with a brief examination of income tax procedure. Bryan, Turnier, Zelenak.
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Taxation, Partnership Law 287 2 hrs, spring

Coverage of the taxation of partnerships as well as the taxation of small corporations

electing S status. Prerequisite: Income Taxation. Bryan.

An examination of the application of intellectual property law to contemporary

technological issues. Brief survey of patent, copyright, and trade secret law, followed

by analysis of several problems, including managing employment relations in tech-

nology companies, and protecting proprietary interest in computer hardware and

software and biotechnology. No prerequisites, but may be taken in sequence with

Intellectual Property.

Trade Regulation Law 286 3 hrs

A combination of antitrust law and the law of unfair trade practices. Major empha-

sis is given to the Sherman Act, the Clayton Act (including Robinson-Patman)

and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Trial Advocacy Law 288 3 hrs, fall and spring

A study of the trial as part of the legal system. Class members will participate

in demonstrations of various trial and pretrial proceedings. Successful completion

of the course in Evidence is a prerequisite. Enrollment limited to 18 students in

each section. Alexander, Becton, Beskind, Cary, Fuller, Johnson, Mahler, Mills, Rudolf.

Trusts and Estates I and II Law 268-269 3 hrs, fall; 3 hrs, spring

Intestate succession; limitations on testamentary power; formalities for the execu-

tion and revocation of wills; republication, revival, incorporation by reference

and related doctrines; contest of wills and related remedies, construction problems,

will substitutes other than trusts. The nature, creation and termination of express

trusts, including charitable trusts; resulting and constructive trusts; the rights

of the beneficiary; rights, powers and liabilities of the trustee. The administration

of trusts and decedents' estates. Future interest and powers of appointment, includ-

ing creation, problems of construction, and rules against perpetuities and accumula-

tion. Not open to those who have elected Probate Law. It is recommended that

students take either Probate Law or Trusts and Estates I and H; it is not recommended

that students take only Trusts and Estates I. Haskell, Link.

Unfair Trade Practices Law 294 3 hrs

A study of the common law and statutory prohibitions, other than the antitrust

laws, against unfair competition among businesses. There are three basic topics:

(1) the interface among trademark, copyright, patent, and trade secret law and

how they combine to prevent a competitor from taking, adopting or copying

another's products, processes, designs, works of authorship, secrets, employees,

trademarks, packaging, labels, etc.; (2) the Federal Trade Commission's regulation

of false advertising and other practices that are unfair and deceptive; and (3) the

Robinson-Patman Act, which regulates price discrimination.

Water Resources Policy Law 298 3 hrs

This course will begin with a study of the basic components of United States water

law: the riparian system of allocating water used in the Eastern US, the appropriation

system of allocating water used in the Western US, and the federal overlay of reserved

rights, navigation power, and reclamation. After developing a basic understanding

Technology and Intellectual Property Law 271 3 hrs
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of US water law, the course will consider current problems in the area, such as

water use efficiency and conservation, protection of instream water uses, ground-

water protection and management, public rights to water-based recreation, and

water pollution.

SEMINARS

All students must take at least one seminar in order to graduate, and it is recommended

that students take two seminars. Second-year students are eligible for admission to

any seminar which is not filled by third-year students.

As an alternative, the seminar requirement may be fulfilled by successful completion

of seminar credit work in an elective course in which the instructor has elected to

offer the option to a limited number of students for "seminar credit." Conditions and

guidelines for each such offering are posted by the instructor not later than the third

meeting of the course, and written permission of the instructor must be obtained by

the student.

Administrative Law Law 375 3 hrs

Students undertake in-depth studies of specific problems in administrative law

or in-depth studies of particular administrative agencies. Emphasis is placed on

combining legal research and field research with a view to applying administrative

law concepts to analyze specific problems or to study specific agencies. Prerequisite:

Administrative Law, except by permission of professor.

Appellate Defender Law 392 3 hrs

Students represent convicted defendants under direct faculty supervision. Typical

cases involve appeals in the North Carolina appellate courts. Students interview

clients, read trial transcripts to discover errors, prepare records on appeal, research

legal issues, and write briefs on the defendants' behalf. Enrollment is limited to

facilitate supervision. Prerequisites: Evidence and Criminal Procedure: Investigation.

Trial Advocacy and Criminal Procedure: Adjudication are strongly recommended.

Banking Law Law 337 3 hrs

The focus of this seminar is the government regulation of banks and other financial

institutions, both at the federal and state levels. Students will engage in intensive

statutory and regulatory review, research, writing, and discussion of the changing

nature of banking with emphasis on the geographic expansion of banking and

new products offered by banks and other financial institutions.

Bioethics and Law Law 338 3 hrs, fall

Bioethics and the Law is a philosophical and legal exploration of dilemmas raised

by new medical technology. Topics considered include informed consent to medical

treatment; refusal of treatment by competent patients (and standards for compe-

tency); treatment decisions (especially terminating treatment) for the comatose

or other incompetent patients (including infants); abortion; maternal/fetal con-

flicts; "wrongful life"; and other issues raised by new technology in pregnancy

and birth. Rhoden.
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Business Planning Law 305 3 hrs, spring

A study of the organization, operation, and reorganization of business corporations

in terms of selected problem areas in corporation law, securities regulation and

taxation. Emphasis will be placed on the solving of realistic and practical problems

of business planning. Business Associations and Corporate Taxation are prerequi-

sites or may be taken concurrently; Securities Regulation is helpful but not required.

Abel, Auberry.

Capital Punishment Law 306 3 hrs, spring

An examination of the development of modern capital punishment law in the

United States. Each student will select a particular issue related to the scope of

the seminar for intensive study culminating in a seminar paper. Rosen.

Children & the Legal System Law 346 3 hrs, fall

This seminar will cover child protection (including abuse, neglect, removal, and

termination of parental rights); status offenses; medical care of children; and

possibly selected issues concerning education of children. Nelson.

Constitutional Adjudication Law 310 3 hrs, spring

Seeks to simulate the constitutional adjudicative process by acting as the "Supreme

Court." It considers cases to which the seminar has granted certiorari. Two students

argue each case; the remaining students and the instructor act as the court. Writing

assignments consist of majority, concurring, and dissenting opinions assigned by

the instructor in his role as chief justice. Enrollment limited to ten students. Prereq-

uisites: Constitutional Law and Criminal Procedure: Investigation. Loewy.

Constitutional Law Law 312 3 hrs, fall

Research, writing, and discussion of topics in basic constitutional law or briefs

and oral arguments of cases before the United States Supreme Court. Murphy.

Constitutional Theory Law 314 3 hrs, spring

A consideration of the broad theoretical perspectives underlying, or competing

for attention in, our system of constitutional government. The seminar will consider

the intellectual and historical origins of various provisions of the Constitution

in light of the subsequent general development of those provisions and contempo-

rary philosophical commentary on the role of the Constitution. The seminar may

study the relevant classical texts of such as Hobbes, Harrington, Locke, Hume,

Mill, Montesquieu, and John Adams, as well as the Federalist and Anti-Federalist

papers. It may also study the more modern works of such as Bailyn, Bickel, Ely,

Epstein, Nagel, and Wood. It may consider the biographies of jurists who played

major roles in the development of constitutional theory or interpretation. Finally,

it may focus on particular issues as case studies, such as the concept of the constitu-

tion as supreme law, judicial review, or the religion clauses. Class size limited to

12 students. Nakell.

Corporate Law Law 331 3 hrs, fall and spring

Research, writing, and discussion on selected topics in the field of corporate law.

Prerequisite: Business Associations. Taylor.
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Criminal Law & Procedure Law 372 3 hrs, spring

The seminar will explore how external policy concerns— factors other than those

traditionally associated with the criminal process — can, and seemingly do, shape

the law of crimes and procedure. Among other things, the seminar will consider

the influence that issues such as racial prejudice, the separation of powers, and

federalism have on judges and the laws they formulate. Bilionis.

Estate Planning Law 315 3 hrs, fall

Individual investigation and reports on problems in property, estate, trust, future

interests, insurance, and tax law in relation to the arrangement and disposition

of an estate during life and at death. Tumier.

Ethical Issues in Trusts and Estates Law 334 3 hrs

Study of current ethical and professional responsibility issues in decedents' estates

and trusts, including fiduciary administration. Consideration will be given to pro-

fessional responsibility and malpractice issues facing lawyers and to ethical and

legal considerations affecting nonlawyers such as individual and corporate fiducia-

ries. A comparative perspective is sought by examining the treatment of similar

issues for other professions. Recent developments will include the 1983 Model

Rules of Professional Conduct, tax elections under the 1976 and 1981 Reform

Acts, and the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). Prerequisite:

Trusts and Estates I or Probate Law or consent of instructor.

Ethics in Tax Practice Law 389 3 hrs

An examination of questions of legal ethics and professional responsibility, largely

(but not exclusively) from the point of view of a lawyer engaged in the practice

of federal tax law. Prerequisite: Income Taxation.

Family Disputes Resolution Law 336 3 hrs, spring

Focuses on the adversarial and nonadversarial models for the settlement of domestic

problems. Seeks to aid students in developing analytical and other practical skills.

Papers are required in the areas of alimony, attorneys' fees, property settlements,

separation agreements, child custody, child support, enforcement, and modification

of decrees, etc. Practical skills, including interviewing, negotiating and drafting

of separation agreements, orders, pleadings, and motions are emphasized. Relevant

legal and ethical issues are also considered. Sharp.

Health Policy Issues Law 317 3 hrs

Law students and graduate students from the health sciences are brought together

in this seminar to develop interdisciplinary approaches to the problems in the

delivery of health-related services. Emphasis on research techniques and the prob-

lems of interdisciplinary communication. Prerequisite: Health, Law, and Public

Policy, or permission of the instructor.

Judicial Process Law 326 3 hrs, spring

Considers nature and dimensions of law, scope of judicial lawmaking function under

various theories about law, choice points in the judicial process, constraints on

judicial lawmaking imposed by systemic policies or values, methods of judicial

decision-making, behavioral and empirical approaches to judicial process, statutory

construction, and justice function of courts. Examines briefly influence of legal

education on judicial lawmaking, enhanced status of state constitutions in judicial
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lawmaking, key individuals in American judicial tradition, and practical aspects

of appellate advocacy. Reading assignments from writings of judges, scholars, and

court opinions. Whichard.

Underlying every legal doctrine is a philosophical base, which consciously or un-

consciously incorporates assumptions concerning the nature of reality, of knowl-

edge, and of language, and the nature of man. The seminar seeks to explore these

bases and utilizes a wide variety of sources, including traditional legal material,

literature, philosophy, psychology, and sociology.

Labor Law Law 323 3 hrs

Individual investigations and reports, with group discussions, on current and crucial

problems arising under the federal and state labor-relations laws.

Law and Economics Law 313 3 hrs

The first unit of this seminar is an introduction to the methodology employed

in the economic analysis of law with particular emphasis on the Coase Theorem

and competing concepts of efficiency. The second unit is devoted to an examination

of the behavioral assumptions implicit in the application of economics to law.

The final unit addresses the issue of when, if ever, law should be designed to pro-

mote efficient resource allocation. There are no prerequisites other than completion

of the first year of Law School. No prior study of economics is required.

Law and Social Science Law 381 3 hrs

Introduction to social science theories about the resolution of disputes, exploration

of the role of social science in investigating our legal process, and consideration

of the uses of social science as evidence. The seminar includes review of the writings

of anthropologists and other social scientists on the topic of dispute resolution,

discussion of a number of contemporary social science approaches to the study

of our legal system, including studies of the workings of the jury and the dynamics

of courtroom communications, and focus on the potential for use and abuse of

social science evidence.

Legal History Law 303 3 hrs

Supervised research and writing on selected topics in Anglo-American legal history,

with emphasis on the relationship between doctrinal change and political, social,

and economic conditions. Prerequisite: Legal History course.

Legal Issues in Higher Education Law 332 3 hrs, spring

A study of the business operation of and risk management in institutions of higher

education. Issues in areas such as employment, admissions, academic freedom,

tenure, athletics, student rights, management of institutional funds, intellectual

property rights, and university-industry relations are examined within the framework

of applicable laws and regulations, institutional rules, academic custom, and societal

expectations. Ehringhaus.

The purpose of the seminar is to acquaint the participants with the culture of

the law and to enable them to clarify their own theories of law. Extensive considera-

tion is given to the basic theoretical questions about law: (1) What is law (as distinct

from commands, custom, justice, morality)? and (2) What should be the relation

Jurisprudence Law 320 3 hrs

Legal Theory Law 382 3 hrs, fall
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of law to justice and morality? These basic questions generate many others— for

example, How is justice to be determined? by economic efficiency? by Rawlsian

maxim? by lottery? and Who is to determine what justice or even what the law

is in a specific situation? elected or unelected officials? the marketplace? Readings

are in English and American legal theorists of the last hundred years with emphasis

on those writing since about 1960, including H. L. A. Hart, Ronald Dworkin,

the law and economics movement, and the critical legal studies movement. Haas.

Ocean and Coastal Law Law 325 3 hrs

This seminar will focus upon selected problems involving the use of ocean and

coastal resources. Among the topics to be considered are the public trust doctrine,

protection of wetlands, takings doctrine, the role of the navigation servitude, state

coastal development regulation programs, the Fisheries Conservation and Manage-

ment Act, and calculation of damages in oil and chemical pollution cases. Enroll-

ment in Ocean and Coastal Law is permitted, but is not a prerequisite for this

seminar.

Political and Civil Rights Law 316 3 hrs, spring

Study of the problems of free speech and assembly, of separation of church and state,

and of equal protection in light of their recurrence on the current scene. Students

write briefs and memoranda about pending cases and pending issues. Pollitt.

State Constitutional Law Law 385 3 hrs, fall

An examination of the role of state constitutions and state courts in the develop-

ment of constitutional law, judicial review in state courts of constitutional issues

arising under federal and state constitutions, interpretation of state constitutions

to provide greater protection of citizens' rights than the federal provisions, federal

review of state constitutional decisions under the independent and adequate state

grounds standard, and separation of powers under state constitutions. Martin.

Supreme Court Practice and Appellate Advocacy Law 311 3 hrs

A clinical study of effective advocacy before the US Supreme Court and other

appellate tribunals. Emphasis is given to jurisdiction, procedures, and internal

operations of the Supreme Court, including the 1980 rule revisions. Also stressed

are techniques of appellate advocacy generally, including the arts of concise and clear

legal writing, briefing, and oral argument. Students will prepare petitions for certio-

rari and opposing briefs. The seminar customarily travels to Washington to observe

the Court and visit with one of the justices.

An examination of selected issues of tax legislative policy of current interest. Each

student will make a presentation to the seminar and write a paper on a tax policy

issue of her or his choice. Prerequisite: Income Taxation. Zelenak.

Examination of various procedural, policy, and ethical issues which arise in con-

nection with tax practice. Students also research substantive tax issues in order

to become familiar with tax research materials. Papers are written in the form

of documents typically used in tax practice, such as requests to the Internal Revenue

Service for private rulings or protests to proposed tax deficiencies. Bryan.

Tax Policy Law 386 3 hrs, fall

Tax Practice Law 388 3 hrs, spring
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Torts Law 335 3 hrs, spring

Research in and analysis of a specific aspect of tort law. The area of study will

vary from year to year. Recent subjects considered have been defamation and

product liability. The usual method employed is a series of short papers on the

topic under consideration. Byrd.

The student pursues an independent research project under the supervision of

a faculty member who has a special interest in that area. Consent of the faculty

member must be obtained before registering for the course. No faculty member

has a duty to accept any proposal. Course credit up to a maximum of 3 credit

hours is decided upon by the student and the faculty member before the project

is begun. Once course credit is agreed upon, the project will be graded in accordance

with general law school standards for such credit. In no event will the hour credit

be increased or decreased after the initial determination of credit. Failure to satisfy

the agreed hour credit will call for a grade of "E' Independent research credit may

be conferred for a maximum of three hours during a student's law school career.

Faculty.

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH

Independent Research Law 399 Maximum 3 hrs
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COURSES IN OTHER UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS

A student may be granted permission by the Dean to take course work in other

graduate divisions of the University for up to three hours of credit toward the law

degree upon a showing by the student satisfactory to the Dean or his delegate that

the course chosen shall make a significant contribution to his or her legal education.

Such permission must be secured before the student's enrollment in the course for

which he or she seeks credit toward the law degree. A grade of P or better (on the

basis of the usual graduate school grading criteria of H, P, L, and F) will be transferred

to the student's law record on a credit basis. Such grade will not be averaged into

the cumulative grade point average of the student.

This policy is not designed to affect in any way the continuing opportunities available

to law students to take or audit courses in other divisions of the university on a noncredit

(toward the law degree) basis.

INTERINSTITUTIONAL PROGRAM
Students wishing to take courses, which are not regularly offered here, at either Duke

Law or North Carolina Central Law should individually determine their availability

and then see the Law School Registrar for registration procedures. There is no additional

tuition charge for courses taken through the interinstitutional program during the aca-

demic year; summer school, however, is not covered by the program. Students may

not fulfill their seminar requirement by taking a seminar at these institutions.

SUMMER SESSION AT THE LAW SCHOOL

The summer session consists of one seven and one-half week term.

All courses offered at the summer session are open to: (1) students in this law school;

(2) duly accepted applicants for admission to advanced standing; and (3) advanced

students in good standing in any law school which is a member of the Association

of American Law Schools or approved by the American Bar Association Section of Legal

Education and Admission to the Bar, even though such students do not expect to become

candidates for this law school's degree of Juris Doctor. A student in this third category

may be accepted for the summer session, without submitting a transcript, upon certifica-

tion from the dean of the law school last attended that he or she is eligible to return

to that school. No student will be permitted to enroll in more than two courses per term.
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SUMMER SESSION 1988

Courses Offered

May 16-July 7

Administrative Law
Burnele V. Powell

Conflict of Laws

William A. Reppy, Jr.

Duke University

Evidence

Walker J. Blakey

Family Law
Theodore F. Haas

Income Taxation

William J. Turnier

Professional Responsibility

Nancy J. Moore

Rutgers-Camden University

Announcement of courses to be offered in the summer of 1989, precise dates, and

tuition and fees will be available on request during the spring of 1989.
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JOINT DEGREE PROGRAMS

JD/MRP The combined degrees ofJD and Master of Regional Planning (MRP) may

be earned in four years, including one summer session, by enrollment in the joint

program of the School of Law and the Department of City and Regional Planning.

Admission to each school must be gained independently. The complete prescribed

first-year curriculum of the law school must be taken, as a unit, and certain planning

courses are required. The remainder of the curriculum is completely elective, subject

to the approval of a joint faculty committee of both schools. A candidate must complete

successfully the combination of 74 semester hours in the law school and 36 semester

hours in the planning department.

Material describing the program in greater detail is available on request from the

Admissions Office or from the Chairman, Department of City and Regional Planning,

New East Building, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill,

North Carolina 27599. Professor Judith Wegner is law school adviser for this program.

JD/MBA The combined degrees of JD and Master of Business Administration may

be earned in four years by enrollment in the joint program of the School of Law and

the School of Business Administration. Admission to each school must be gained inde-

pendently. In the first year of the program, candidates must take the complete prescribed

first-year curriculum in either law or in business and in the second year, that of the

other school. In the third and fourth years, elective law courses and prescribed business

courses make up the remainder of the curriculum. A candidate must complete successfully

the combination of 74 semester hours in the law school and 49 semester hours in

the business school.

Material describing the program in greater detail is available on request from the

Admissions Office or from the Executive Director, MBA Program, Graduate School

of Business Administration, Carroll Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599. Professor Thomas Hazen is faculty adviser

for this program.

JD/MAPPS (Duke) The combined degrees ofJD and Master of Arts in Public Policy

Sciences may be earned in four years, by enrollment in the joint program of the School

of Law and the Institute of Policy Sciences at nearby Duke University. Admission to

each school must be gained independently. The first academic year is spent exclusively

in the law school, the second year is spent exclusively in the Institute of Policy Sciences,

and the third and fourth years mainly in the law school, but with one public policy

sciences course each semester. A candidate must complete successfully a combination

of 74 semester hours in the law school and 30 semester hours in the Institute of Policy

Sciences.

Material describing the program in greater detail is available on request from the

Admissions OfBce or from the Director of Graduate Studies, Institute of Policy Sciences

and Public Affairs, 4875 Duke Station, Durham, North Carolina 27706.

JD/MPH The combined degrees of JD and Master of Public Health may be earned

in four years by enrollment in the joint program of the School of Law and the School

of Public Health. Admission to both schools must be gained independently.

Candidates take the complete prescribed first-year curriculum in the law school, usually

in the first year of the program. Candidates spend their third or fourth year in residence

at the School of Public Health. A candidate must complete a total of 86 semester hours

in the law school and 30 semester hours in the School of Public Health. A series of

health-related elective courses is recommended, but candidates are free to develop their
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course work and research plan in public health according to individual interest and

experience.

Further information may be obtained from Professor Kenneth Wing, School of Public

Health, 253 Rosenau Hall, or School of Law, 245 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall.

SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS

Grading Scale

Effective fall of 1988 grades are assigned on the following basis:

Grade Point

Letter Grade Value

A 4.0

A- 3.7

B + 3.3

B 3.0

B- 2.7

C + 2.3

c 2.0

C- 1.7

D + 1.3

D 1.0

D- .7

F 0

In rare instances a grade ofA+ (4.3) may be awarded in recognition of exceptionally

high performance.

A grade point average of 1.7 is required to be eligible to continue in school, and

for graduation.

The required annual average for each year shall be computed and exclusions determined

only at the end of the spring semester in each year. The average required for graduation

will be computed whenever the student will have completed the required amount of

work.

Dean's List

All students who attain an average of 3.0 or better in any semester will be named

to the Dean's List for that semester, excluding summer terms.

Course Load Per Semester

The normal amount of work for upperclass students is twelve to fourteen class hours

per week; the maximum is fifteen, except in some cases when the Dean gives special

permission to take sixteen. Students who are carrying burdensome responsibilities will

be required to register for less than the normal course load in the School of Law.
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No student passing fewer than ten hours will be considered as fully complying with

the requirements of residence for University degrees or for the state bar examinations.

Special regulations are applicable to the summer session.

Dropping/Adding Courses

Students who fail to attend at least one of the first two class meetings of an upperclass

course or the first meeting of an upperclass course or seminar that meets only once

a week will be automatically dropped from the course unless excused for illness or

other good cause by the Associate Dean. Such excuse must normally be obtained in

advance.

Students will not be permitted to drop/add any course more than one week after

the beginning of a semester, except under unusual circumstances, such as extended

absence because of illness of the student or in the student's family. No course may

be dropped or added after the first week except upon approval of the Associate Dean.

Auditing

Students may audit classes in which space is available provided permission is obtained

from the instructor and the Associate Dean. Permission should not be sought unless

the student intends to attend class regularly for the entire semester. Persons not enrolled

in the Law School or another school or department of the university ordinarily may

not audit law classes. No record is kept of courses audited, and no fees are charged.

Examinations

In first-year courses practice examinations are held in October for advisory purposes

only and are not recorded or counted in student averages. Final examinations are held

at the end of each semester in all courses except seminars.

No student is required to repeat any course in which he or she made a course grade

of F. In the event the student elects to repeat a course, he or she may do so the next

time the course is regularly given following the failure, and both grades are recorded

and averaged as of the respective years in which they are awarded.

A student may reschedule one examination in, but only in, the following situations:

1. When the student has two exams on the same day; or

2. When the student has one exam on the afternoon of one day and one on the

morning of the next.

Any exam rescheduled shall be taken on the morning of the day following the last

day of regularly scheduled exams. A request to reschedule an exam under these rules

shall be submitted not later than the close of the fifth working day prior to the date

on which the exam is scheduled.

Attendance and Exclusion

Any student who fails to maintain the required scholastic average for any academic

year is automatically excluded from the law school at the close of the spring semester

in the year in which such failure occurs.
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Accreditation standards provide that regular and punctual class attendance is necessary

to satisfy residence and class hours requirements.

The faculty may drop from the school at any time a student who, in its judgment,

is not making sufficient progress to warrant his or her continuing in the School. Any
individual instructor may, with the concurrence of the Dean, drop a student from

a course at any time for unsatisfactory work or other cause.

It is the policy of the School that all students should regularly attend class. The method

of enforcing this policy in any particular course is left to the instructor of that course;

enforcement methods may include lowering the grade of any student too frequently

absent, or, with the concurrence of the Dean, dropping such a student from the course.

Further, the faculty may drop from the School at any time a student who is too frequently

absent from classes.

Withdrawals

If a student wishes to withdraw at any time other than at the end of a term, a formal

withdrawal, which is prerequisite to honorable dismissal or reentrance to this institution,

must be approved by the Dean. Such a withdrawal will be approved only after full

investigation of the circumstances and after the lapse of twenty-four hours from the

time the first application is filed with the Dean. The withdrawal form, after being ap-

proved by the Dean, must be filed promptly with the Law School Registrar.

A student withdrawing within the first nine weeks of a term may procure a pro rata

refund of tuition paid.

Students who withdraw from the Law School voluntarily may be readmitted within

a five-year period. See the Registrar for more information.

Readmission

Each student admitted to the Law School is presumed to be able, through diligent effort,

to complete law study without academic failure. No student, therefore, who is excluded

will be readmitted unless he or she persuades the faculty's readmission committee that

despite the failure there is substantial likelihood that he or she will successfully complete

law study if readmitted. The committee gives due consideration to all factors positively

indicating such likelihood.

Students who withdraw from the law school voluntarily may be readmitted within

a five-year period.

THE HONOR SYSTEM

For almost a century, students at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

have accepted responsibility for their own conduct and discipline in academic and

nonacademic affairs. The student body defined this responsibility in two codes, the

Honor Code and the Campus Code. These codes and provisions for their enforcement

have been incorporated into the "Instrument of Student Judicial Governance" which

has been formally adopted by the student body, approved by the Faculty Council and

approved by the Chancellor. Acceptance by a student of enrollment in the University

presupposes a commitment to these codes and to the principles of self-regulation on which

their continued viability rests.
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The law school Attorney General, who is appointed by the Student Bar Association,

is responsible for the enforcement of the Honor Code at the law school.

The Honor Code

It shall be the responsibility of every student at The University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill to obey and to support the enforcement of the Honor Code, which

prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when these actions involve academic processes

or University, student, or academic personnel acting in an official capacity.

Academic work is a joint enterprise involving faculty and students. Both have a

fundamental investment in the enterprise and both must share responsibility for ensuring

its integrity.

Responsibility of Students

1) To conduct all academic work within the letter and spirit of the Honor Code
which prohibits the giving or receiving of unauthorized aid in all academic

processes.

2) To consult with faculty and other sources to clarify the meaning of plagiarism;

to learn the recognized techniques of proper attribution of sources used in

the preparation of written work; and to identify allowable resource materials

or aids to be used during examination or in completion of any graded work.

3) To sign a pledge on all graded academic work certifying that no unauthorized

assistance has been received or given in the completion of the work.

4) lb comply with faculty regulations designed to reduce the possibility of cheating

-

such as removing unauthorized materials or aids from the room and protecting

one's own examination paper from view of others.

5) To maintain the confidentiality of examinations by divulging no information

concerning an examination, directly or indirectly, to another student yet to

write that same examination.

6) To report any instance in which reasonable grounds exist to believe that a

student has given or received unauthorized aid in graded work. Such report

should be made to the Office of the Student Attorney General or the Office

of Student Affairs.

7) To cooperate with the Office of the Student Attorney General and the defense

counsel in the investigation and trial of any incidence of alleged violation,

including the giving of testimony when called upon. Nothing herein shall be

construed to contravene a student's rights enumerated in Section V.A.Z.b. of

the Instrument.
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The Campus Code

It shall be the further responsibility of every student to abide by the Campus Code;

namely, to conduct oneself so as not to impair significantly the welfare or the educational

opportunities of others in the University community.

All nonacademic conduct that infringes upon the rights or welfare of others at the

University is thus embodied in the Campus Code. Violations of the Campus Code

are handled in the same manner as violations of the Honor Code.

Procedure for Reporting

Violations of either the Honor Code or Campus Code may be reported directly

by the observer to the Student Attorney General or the Office of the Dean of Student

Affairs. If practicable, the observer can request that the accused student turn himself

in for the alledged violation within 24 hours before the matter is directly reported. Faculty

members who have cause to turn in a student should handle the case in the same

manner.

Student Judicial System

Complete information on the Student Judicial System including the Code of Student

Conduct, procedures for hearings, appeals, sanctions, and guaranteed student rights

may be obtained in the "Instrument of Student judicial Governance" which is provided

to each entering student and is always available in the Student Attorney General's

office and the Division of Student Affairs.
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GRADUATION, HONORS, AND AWARDS

Juris Doctor

The degree of Juris Doctor (JD) is conferred upon a student who has studied law

for a period of at least three academic years (six semesters) and has satisfactorily com-

pleted enough subjects, required and elective, to make up an aggregate of eighty-six

semester hours. Five regular semesters and two summer sessions in which at least five

credit hours are taken in each session, are regarded as complying with the residence

requirements. Residence requirements may not be waived, and students should plan

their programs so as to avoid deficiencies.

Students are required to have two substantial research and writing experiences after

the first year in order to graduate. One such experience must be a seminar. The other

ordinarily must be completed satisfactorily in the second year and may be a second

seminar, one year's participation on the North Carolina Law Review or the North

Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation, completion

of the Journal of International Law writing competition held in the fall of the student's

second year, participation in the fall voluntary moot court competition or an inter-law

school moot court competition, service on the Holderness Moot Court Bench, participa-

tion in the interviewing and counseling competition (including preparation of a written

memo), participation in a clinic for the specified term, completion of defined assignments

for the Prisoners' Rights Project, an independent research study project under faculty

supervision, a paper written for a nonseminar course, provided that the paper is substan-

tially equivalent to other types of papers that statisfy the writing requirement and

the project is approved in advance by the Associate Dean, or such other activity as

may be approved in advance by the Associate Dean. Memoranda done during summer

employment or based on research done during summer employment do not qualify.

All degree candidates must complete the course in Professional Responsibility (Law

266) prior to graduation.

The School of Law reserves the right to change rules and requirements governing

instruction and graduation and to change any other regulations affecting the student

body. Any changes will become effective and apply to prospective students and also,

when so provided, to students already matriculated.

Juris Doctor with Honors

The degree of JD with Honors will be awarded to those students who comply with

the following requirements:

1. Completion of requirements for the JD degree.

2. Attainrnent of a weighted average grade upon all law courses taken of 3.0 or more

or the top third, whichever yields the smaller number.

3. a) Preparation of two publishable Law Review notes, or two publishable Journal

of International Law notes, or

b) Preparation, individually or with others, of at least two writing projects for

programs administered through the Holderness Moot Court Bench which satisfy guide-
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lines established by the Dean, provided that the Chief Justice of and the Faculty Adviser

to the Bench shall deem the student's contribution to the writings to be of high quality;

or

c) Preparation of written material deemed equivalent in quality and effort to two

publishable notes either by the Editor in Chief and Faculty Adviser of the Law Review

or by the Editor in Chief and Faculty Adviser of the International Law JournaL

Such material must not be prepared for coursework, independent research, employment,

or any similar purpose. Papers prepared for national or state-wide law student writing

competitions, however, can be used to satisfy this requirement. Students seeking to satisfy

this requirement by submitting material on which they have collaborated with some

other person must demonstrate that their contributions to the material satisfy the

equivalency test established above.

The degree of JD with High Honors will be awarded to those students who have

completed all requirements for the JD with Honors and who, in the judgment of the

faculty, have demonstrated superior legal scholarship in their work as a whole. In limited

instances, the degree of JD with Highest Honors may be awarded in recognition of

exceptionally high performance.

Honors and Awards

Order of the Coif. In 66 of the leading schools of law in this country conforming

to high scholastic standards, chapters of the honorary society of the Order of the Coif

have been installed. Chapters may elect to membership any graduating senior (1) who

has completed at least 75 percent of his or her law studies in graded courses and (2) whose

grade record ranks in the top 10 percent of all the graduating seniors. The members

are selected upon graduation by vote of the North Carolina Chapter.

Order of the Barristers is a national association of law school moot court organizations

established to promote excellence in brief writing and oral advocacy. The Order is

composed of more than 50 member schools, each of which selects up to ten persons

who have exhibited outstanding achievement in or service to their school's moot court

program.

The James E. and Carolyn B. Davis Society was established by friends and family

of the 1973 law school alumnus and his wife to honor up to eight third-year students

judged most outstanding in areas of academic achievement, leadership, extracurricular

involvement, and character.

The North Carolina Academy of Trial Lawyers, to encourage interest in trial advocacy

and improvement in trial practice, presents a book prize to the student in each section

of the course in Trial Advocacy who demonstrates greatest improvement in performance

in the course.

American Jurisprudence Award, The Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company
and Bancroft-Whitney Company award certificates and relevant titles of American Juris-

prudence 2d to students earning the highest grades in certain courses.

The Block Improvement Award is presented each year to the third-year student

who, upon sincere devotion to law studies during all of his or her law school career,

has made the most constant improvement in academic work from the date of enrollment

to the end of the fifth semester. The $300 Award was established by the late Norman

Block of the Greensboro Bar in memory of his father, Max Edward Block, and is being

continued by his family.
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The Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition offers a first prize of $500 and a second

prize of $250 to the second- or third-year students who write the best papers on copyright

law each year. Winning papers are also entered in the national competition in which

the best papers are considered for five national awards ranging from $500 to $3,000.

The Millard S. Breckenridge Award goes each year to the third-year student selected

by the law faculty, upon recommendation of the faculty members teaching the appropri-

ate subjects, for excellence in the study of the law of taxation. The award consists

of the annual income (approximately $200) from a fund given by Madelaine R. Brown.

The Judge Heriot Clarkson Award is presented annually to students making the

highest grades in the courses in Professional Responsibility. The Award consists of law

books or cash from a fund provided by the will of the late Associate Justice Heriot

Clarkson of the North Carolina Supreme Court.

The Chief Justice Walter Clark Award, presented by his son, John W. Clark, is made

to the five seniors who, at the end of their fifth semester, have the highest scholastic

averages in the class. The award consists of the two-volume Papers of Walter Clark,

edited by Aubrey L. Brooks and Hugh T. Lefler.

The Albert Coates Award is made from a fund initiated by a gift from the late Senator

Sam J. Ervin, Jr., to a student who has earned distinction in the law school.

The Investors Title Insurance Company, in order to encourage and recognize excel-

lence in the study of real property law, annually provides a cash award of $500 and

a plaque of recognition to a rising third-year student who has demonstrated excellence

in the study of property law. The faculty will select, as the recipient of the award,

the rising senior having the highest average grade in property courses. To be eligible,

a student must take Property I and II and Trusts and Estates I and II.

The William T. Joyner Awards Fund was established by friends and family of the

late Colonel Joyner to recognize excellence in writing for student publications. Each

year two awards are presented, one to the student whose writing for the North Carolina

Law Review and another to the student whose writing for the North Carolina Journal

of International Law and Commercial Regulation are judged most outstanding.

The United States Law Week Award, a prize of approximately $100 value, is given

to the graduating student in law who in the judgment of the faculty, has made the

most satisfactory scholastic progress in his or her final school year. The award consists

of a year's complimentary subscription to Law Week, which reports every week important

new court decisions and federal agency rulings, and all Supreme Court opinions.

The West Publishing Company presents a West Hornbook to the student in each

of the three classes who attains the highest scholastic average for the year.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

American Indian Law Students Association

The American Indian Law Students Association (AILSA) is a national organization

whose objectives are to promote unity and cooperation among Indian law students

and to provide a base from which work can be done for the advancement of Indian

people. AILSA strives to improve communication among Indian law students and Indian

people, Indian lawyers, and the general public by providing a forum for the discussion
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of legal and nonlegal problems affecting American Indians. The members of the AILSA
chapter at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill invite students to con-

tact them for futher information.

Black Law Students Association

TTie Black Law Students Association is a forum for the sharing and solving of problems

unique to Black students in the law school community. BLSA has made a commitment

to assisting the Black community in its efforts to achieve proportionate representation

in the professional arena, including the practice of law. BLSA provides academic support

by sponsoring workshops and symposia and by supplying individualized assistance.

BLSA sponsors social events throughout the year, and BLSA speaks on behalf of the

needs of Black students to the administration, faculty, and student body. The Black

Law Students Association is affiliated with the North Carolina Association of Black

Lawyers and the UNC Alliance of Black Professional Students.

Christian Legal Society

The Christian Legal Society is a professional oarganization of Christian lawyers, judges,

and law students who share a common interest in integrating their faith and the practice

of law. Local chapter activities include weekly meetings, social gatherings, and community

outreach projects. Discussion of issues relating to Christianity and the law and encour-

agement of students as they meet the challenges of law school are the central focus

of the group. All are invited to participate.

Environmental Law Project

The Environmental Law Project is an organization of law students who share an

interest in the legal and political aspects of national, state, and local environmental issues.

Group activities include a forum of speakers, a survey of career opportunities in envi-

ronmental law, integrated work with the Environmental Resources Project of Chapel

Hill to provide legal research in areas of environmental concern, and social gatherings.

All students are invited to attend and to contact members of the Environmental Law

Project for further information.

Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies

The Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy Studies is a national organization

of conservative and libertarian law students. Its purpose is to promote debate and discus-

sion of various issues of law and public policy. The UNC-CH chapter sponsors several

speaker programs each year involving prominent jurists and legal scholars.

Holdemess Moot Court

The Holderness Moot Court Program is designed to provide law students with the

opportunity to develop practical skills in legal research and writing, client counseling,

and appellate oral advocacy. All moot court activities are directed by the Moot Court

Bench which is comprised of third-year students.

Membership on the Bench is competitive. Those second-year students who demon-

strate outstanding advocacy skills during the fall and spring voluntary moot court

competitions are invited to join the Bench the following year and are eligible to represent
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the school in the Jessup International Moot Court Competition, the National Moot

Court Competition, the ABA Client Counseling Competition, the Sutherland Cup
Competition, and others.

The Holderness Moot Court Bench also hosts the J. Braxton Craven, Jr., Memorial

Moot Court Competition each year. This competition deals with contemporary issues

of constitutional law and is attended each year by 32 teams from other law schools

across the country.

Mere Dictum

Mere Dictum is a student-run newspaper published bimonthly to serve the UNC-CH
Law School community. The paper focuses on school events and activities, provides

a forum for thought and opinion, and recognizes achievements of students, faculty,

and alumni. The staff welcomes any student, faculty, or staff member who wishes to

contribute in areas ranging from writing and photography to word processing and layout.

National Lawyers Guild

The National Lawyers Guild (NLG) is a diverse, multiracial organization of lawyers,

legal workers, law students, and jailhouse lawyers committed to the achievement of

political, economic, and social justice. The student chapter of the NLG works to further

this goal by providing access to public interest employment, speakers and symposia

in a variety of legal controversies, and an unemployment representation project. NLG
students maintain contacts with members of the national organization, local progressive

lawyers, and other student organizations.

North Carolina Journal of International Law and

Commercial Regulation

The North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation, one of

the nations leading publications on international commerce, provides practical informa-

tion about the international and commercial marketplace. The Journal features articles,

comments, case notes, recent developments, and book reviews by students, professors

and practitioners.

Currently the Journals worldwide circulation includes both institutional and private

subscribers. In 1980 the Lawyer's Brief awarded the Journal the "Most Useful Article"

award, and articles from the Journal are regularly included in the list of selected readings

in the ABA publication. The International Lawyer.

The Board of Editors annually selects new staff members based on academic perfor-

mance or demonstrated writing ability. Each March the Board chooses its successors

for the following year.

North Carolina Law Review

The North Carolina Law Review, a prominent state and national scholarly journal

established in 1922, analyzes current legal problems and significant new developments

in the law. Six times each year, the Review publishes not only the scholarship of lawyers,

judges, and professors from across the country, but also the contributions of student

staff members. A student board of editors takes total editorial responsibility for the

Review. The board of editors annually selects new staff members based on academic

performance or demonstrated ability in a writing competition held during the summer.
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Each spring the board chooses its successors based on scholarship, writing ability, per-

formance of staff duties, and other appropriate factors. Membership on the board is

one of the highest honors a law student can attain.

North Carolina Lawyer's Research Service

The North Carolina Lawyer's Research Service (NCLRS) is a wholly student-run,

self-supporting, not-for-profit corporation providing legal research service at a nominal

fee to lawyers licensed to practice in the state of North Carolina. By providing year

round opportunities for second- and third-year students to conduct research into actual

legal problems arising in the state, NCLRS adds a practical dimension to the study

of law. Additionally, students gain experience in office management, budgeting, billing,

and collection while earning a modest stipend. NCLRS maintains a permanent staff

of three plus a research staff of approximately thirty.

Phi Alpha Delta

Phi Alpha Delta (PAD), the world's largest law fraternity, is a professional service

organization serving the law student, the law school and the legal profession. PAD's

purpose is to form a strong bond uniting students and teachers of the law with members

of the Bench and Bar in a lifetime fraternal fellowship designed to promote justice

and equality under the law for all people. PAD members are dedicated to mutual self-

help and to upholding high standards of professional responsibility and ethics. The

UNC chapter provides its members with practical legal information, valuable attorney

contacts, and job placement assistance. Membership in this prestigious organization

is open to all law students.

Prisoners* Rights Project

Prisoners' Rights Project volunteers respond to inmate requests for legal and adminis-

trative assistance where possible. Project participation exposes student volunteers to

a variety of criminal issues and develops legal research and client contact skills. The

Prisoners' Rights Project serves a vital role in providing legal assistance to the North

Carolina prison population. Experienced volunteers are eligible to participate in a

witness interview program sponsored by the North Carolina Prisoner Legal Services.

Meetings feature guest speakers on topics related to the work of the project.

Prospective Student Association

The Prospective Student Association (PSA) is a student-run group designed to intro-

duce prospective students to the law school with a building tour, class visit, and meeting

with current students. Appointments with the PSA can be made by calling the recep-

tionist at (919) 962-5106 or by writing to Prospective Student Association, The University

of North Carolina School of Law, CB# 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, Chapel Hill,

North Carolina 27599-3380.

Second Careers in Law

Second Careers in Law (SCIL) addresses the unique needs of students with at least

five years of postgraduate life/work experience prior to entering law school. Activities

range from orientation seminars and exposure to varied legal career options to support
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sessions, potluck suppers, and placement assistance. SCIL also maintains liaison with

students who have expressed an interest in forming similar groups at a number of

other law schools across the country.

Student Bar Association

The Student Bar Association seeks to provide educational and service outside the

formal academic structure of the law school. Each law student is a member of the

SBA, which is governed by an elected Board of Governors including representatives

of each class.

The SBA serves as an umbrella organization for a host of student groups, providing

support for the Prisoners' Rights Project, the Student Funded Fellowship Program (sub-

sidizing students employed in summer public interest positions), Black Law Students

Association, American Indian Law Students Association, Women in Law, and others.

SBA activities include an orientation program for first-year students, publication

of a monthly student newspaper and an annual student directory, procurement of

speakers through the Speakers Committee, and sponsorship of social functions for

students and faculty. In addition, the SBA allocates student lockers, typing desks, library

carrels, and parking permits. The SBA nominates students for representation on certain

standing faculty committees and chooses a number of student committees, including

Personnel and Elections. It is the student contact with the Law Alumni Association

and is also responsible for the selection of Student Honor Court members through

appointment and election.

These and other activities are financed by student activity fees which are managed

and budgeted among recognized student interest groups by the Board of Governors.

SBA Board of Governors for 1988-1989

President

Vice President

Treasurer

Secretary

Third Year President

Third Year Representative

Third Year Representative

Second Year President

Second Year Representative

Second Year Representative

William G. Scoggin

Norma L. Ware

Lawrence E. Gerst

Carolyn E. Knecht

John M. Taladay

Eric K. Englebardt

Jeffrey A. Jackson

Jonathan S. Williams

Fred H. Jones

Cameron S. Pierce

UNC Law Guild

The UNC Law Guild is a social organization for spouses of law students. The group

meets twice a month during the school year to discuss topics of interests, hear guest

speakers, or participate in recreational activities. The Law Guild elects two officers

each year, a President and a Secretary-Treasurer, to plan meetings and activities.

UNC Student Bar Foundation, Inc.

The UNC Student Bar Foundation (SBF) is a nonprofit corporation which lends fijnds

to law students on a low interest basis. Loans are made once per semester to those
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applicants who show the most need. The SBF is operated solely by law students who
serve on its Board of Directors which makes all loan decisions based on the amount

of funding available and the need of the applicant. All loans are made on an equal

opportunity basis.

Women in Law

Women in Law is an association of law students who represent and promote women's

interests in the law school, the legal profession, and the general community. Its major

activities include publication and updating of Women and the Law: A Handbook for

North Carolina, presentation of panel discussions and speakers on legal issues affecting

women, and coordination of a "Trial Techniques for Women" workshop. An educational,

political, support, and social organization. Women in Law provides a forum for all

students to discuss the problems which confront women law students, women attorneys,

and other women affected by the legal system.

Graduation 1988
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICES

The School of Law provides a comprehensive career development program. The

CD&S Director is the administrative officer primarily responsible for career planning,

administration of the placement program, and counseling of students.

The on-campus interviewing program is the single largest program of the office. Over

400 employers come to campus during the academic year to interview students. The

employers represent major metropolitan cities throughout the U.S. in addition to cities

and towns throughout North Carolina.

Graduates of The UNC School of Law have been employed as law clerks to federal

and state courts at all levels as well as staff attorneys in numerous government agencies,

both state and federal, associates in law firms nationwide, legal departments of major

corporations, legal services, and public interest organizations. Approximately 60 percent

of the graduates are employed in positions in North Carolina and 40 percent accept

employment in other states.

Many second- and first-year law students secure employment directly through the

on-campus interviewing program. Summer placement provides valuable experience for

students and enhances opportunities for permanent placement.

A significant number of advertised openings for legally trained individuals are an-

nounced throughout the year to alumni and students. The position vacancies are an-

nounced via bulletin boards and/or JOBLINE, a biweekly employment publication

listing legal positions for alumni.

Publication of data on employment and earnings of graduates is required by federal

and ABA regulations. Because voluntary reporting is the only source of employment

information, the best available information indicates that at least 95 percent of the

classes of 1986-1987 secured law-related positions within a year after graduation. In

1986, the salaries ranged from $16,952-$45,000 (in- and out-of-state). The median salary

was $28,095.

The School of Law will not knowingly make its facilities available to any employer

that does not adhere to the principles of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

providing for nondiscrimination in employment practices.

BAR EXAMINATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

In North CaroUna

The Rules of the North Carolina Board of Law Examiners provide as follows with

respect to the subjects tested on the Bar Examination:

The examination may deal with the following subjects: Business Associa-

tions (including agency, corporations, and partnerships), Civil Procedure,

Constitutional Law, Contracts, Criminal Law and Procedure, Evidence,

Family Law, Legal Ethics, Real Property, Security Transactions including

The Uniform Commercial Code, Taxation, Torts, Trusts, Wills, Decedents'

Estates and Equity.

It is not required that students who take the Bar Exam take all the subjects in law

school which may be tested on the exam. Some students choose not to take some because

they would prefer to take other courses for a variety of reasons. Most students take
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a Bar Review course which will cover in rapid order the subjects on the exam. It is

an individual decision for each student whether she/he wishes to take all bar-related

courses.

In Other States

Bar examinations in other states may cover additional or different subjects. Some
state bars also require that students have actually taken particular courses for a set

number of credit hours in order to sit for the bar exam. Students should contact the

board of bar examiners in the state in which they plan to sit for the bar in order to

determine applicable requirements. Reference sources containing the addresses of state

bar examiners and bar requirements are available in the Law School Registrar's Office.

LIVING IN CHAPEL HILL

Located in the heart of the state, Chapel Hill enjoys a collegiate atmosphere rich

with intellectual and extracurricular opportunities. It is one of the last great college

towns in America, immortalized as Tulpit Hill" in Thomas Wolfe's Look Homeward Angel,

and home or college of personalities ranging from Wolfe to Charles Kuralt to James

Taylor. Despite its small town atmosphere. Chapel Hill offers a way of life generally

available only in large metropolitan areas. Art museums, athletic events, major concerts

and symphonies, theatre, and a wide variety of restaurants all contribute to the cosmo-

politan, progressive town of Chapel Hill. The Research Triangle Park, one of the nation's

leading scientific and industrial complexes, is located nearby and offers excellent employ-

ment opportunities. The capital city of Raleigh, the Duke University campus, and

the North Carolina State University are all well within easy commuting distance.

Housing

A wide variety of University, commercial, and private housing is available in the

Chapel Hill/Carrboro community. The University provides housing for unmarried

graduate students in residence halls and student family housing in apartments. For

1988-89, residents of the graduate dormitory (Craige Hall) will pay a fee of $697 per

semester for double occupancy. Meal plans and laundry and linen services are available

separately. Additional information on University housing can be obtained from the

Housing Office, CB# 5500, Carr Building, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599, or Manager, UNC Student Family Housing,

Odum Village, Branson Street, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

There are also privately operated residence halls in University Square. These buildings

have a cafeteria dining commons, and the fee charged includes room and board. Ar-

rangements for these accommodations should be made directly with the Granville Towers

Business Office, University Square, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

For private and commercial housing information, please consult the Housing Office

in Carr Building, local newspapers (including the Village Advocate, 88 McClamroch

Circle, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514; Spectator Magazine, 1829 East Franklin Street,

Chapel Hill; and the Chapel Hill Newspaper, 505 W. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill. Addi-

tional community information, including local maps, can be obtained from the

Chamber of Commerce, 104 South Estes Drive, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.
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Parking

Law students may be assigned parking permits by applying through the Student

Bar Association. The order of priority for parking permits is (1) third-year students,

(2) second-year students, and (3) first-year students. First-year students cannot apply

for a permit until the first day of orientation.

Athletic Facilities

Upon registration all students are automatically entitled to the use of the University's

athletic equipment and facilities, most of which are adjacent to Van Hecke-Wettach

Hall, and attendance at athletic events, subject to seating limitations, at no additional

charge. Law School teams compete regularly in intramural sports.

Student Health Service

Law students who have paid the student health fee are eligible for health care in

the Student Health Service. Services provided include clinical medicine, sports medicine,

mental health, women's health, health education, allergy clinic, pharmacy, facility offer-

ing short term care and an inpatient hospital facility. Each year, the Student Health

Service and the Student Development and Counseling Center sponsor group workshops

and support groups.

Drug Policy

Students, faculty members, administrators, and other employees of The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are responsible, as citizens, for knowing about and

complying with the provisions of North Carolina law that make it a crime to possess,

sell, deliver, or manufacture those drugs designated collectively as "controlled substances"

in Article 5 of Chapter 90 of the North Carolina General Statutes. Any member of

the university community who violates that law is subject both to prosecution and

punishment by the civil authorities and to disciplinary proceedings by The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Disciplinary proceedings against a student, faculty

member, administrator, or other employee will be initiated when the alleged conduct

is deemed to affect the interests of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Penalties will be imposed for violation of the policies of The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill only in accordance with procedural safeguards applicable to

disciplinary actions against students, faculty members, administrators, and other

employees. The penalties that may be imposed range from written warnings with proba-

tionary status to expulsions from enrollment and discharge from employment.

Every student, faculty member, administrator, and other employee of The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is responsible for being familiar with and complying

with the terms of the policy on illegal drugs adopted by the Board of Trustees. Copies

of the full text of that policy are available in the Office of the Assistant to the Chancellor.
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Counseling Services

The Mental Health staff of Student Health Services provides counseling services,

including crisis intervention, short-term individual therapy, couples counseling, and stress

management. Records are kept separate from regular medical records and strict confiden-

tiality is maintained.

Disabled Student Services

The University and the Law School work together to accommodate the needs of

disabled students. For information, contact the Handicapped Student Coordinator,

05 Steele Building, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill,

North Carolina 27599 or call (919) 966-4041.
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INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION ATTENDED BY
UNC'CH LAW STUDENTS
1987-1988

Allegheny College Harvard University

American University Heidelberg College

Amherst College Hillsdale College

Appalachian State University Hiram College

Auburn University Houston Baptist University

Belmont Abbey College Howard University

Bethany College Illinois College

Bloomsburg State College Illinois State University

Bob Jones University Illinois Wesleyan University

Boston University Iowa State University

Bowdoin College Jacksonville State University

Bowling Green State University James Madison University

Brandeis University Johns Hopkins University

Brown University Kansas State University

Calvin College Kent State University

Campbell University Kenyon College

Carleton College King College

Carnegie-Mellon University Kittrell College

Catawba College Lehigh University

The Citadel Le Moyne College

Claremont Men's College Lenoir-Rhyne College

Clemson University Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge

Colby College Louisiana Tech University

Colgate University Marshall University

College of William and Mary Mars Hill College

Colorado College Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cornell University Meredith College

Curtis Institute of Music Methodist College

Dartmouth College Miami University

Davidson College Michigan State University

Davis and Elkins College Middlebury College

DePauw University Middle Tennessee State University

Drury College Mississippi College

Duke University Montclair State College

East Carolina University Morehead State University

Eastern Kentucky University Mount Holyoke College

Elon College Mount Saint Mary's College

Emerson College Muskingum College

Emory University New College

Florida Institute of Technology New ^rk University

Florida State University North Carolina A&T State University

Furman University North Carolina Central University

Georgetown University North Carolina State University

Gordon College North Carolina Wesleyan College

Grand Valley State College North London College and Polytechnic Institute

Grinnell College Northwestern University

Guilford College Ohio State University

Hampden-Sydney College Ohio University

Hampton Institute Old Dominion University
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Oral Roberts University

Pembroke State University

Pennsylvania State University

Presbyterian College

Princeton University

Purdue University

Queens College

Randolph-Macon Woman's College

Rollins College

Rosemont College

Sacred Heart College

Saint Andrews Presbyterian College

Saint John's University

Saint Louis University

Saint Mary's College of Maryland

Salem College

Southeast Missouri State University

Spring Hill College

State University of New York at Albany

State University of New York at Binghamton

State University of New York at Buffalo

State University of New York at Oswego

Temple University

Texas Tech University

Tulane University

Union College

United States Merchant Marine Academy

United States Military Academy

United States Naval Academy

University of Arkansas

University of California at Santa Barbara

University of Chicago

University of Colorado

University of Delaware

University of Florida

University of Georgia

University of Illinois at Urbana

University of Indiana at Bloomington

University of Iowa

University of Kansas

University of Kent, England

University of Maryland at College Park

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

University of Miami

University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

University of Michigan at Dearborn

University of Minnesota at Minneapolis-St. Paul

University of Minnesota at Morris

University of Mississippi

University of Missouri at Columbia

University of New Mexico

University of North Carolina at Asheville

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina at Charlotte

University of North Carolina at Greensboro

University of North Carolina at Wilmington

University of Notre Dame
University of Oregon

University of Pennsylvania

University of Pittsburgh

University of Portland

University of Richmond

University of Santa Clara

University of the South

University of South Carolina

University of Tennessee at Knoxville

University of Texas at Austin

University of Vermont

University of Virginia

University of Wisconsin at Madison

University of Witwatersrand, South Africa

Vanderbilt University

Vermont College

Virginia Intermont College

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Wabash College

Wake Forest University

Warren Wilson College

Washington State University

Wesleyan College

Wesleyan University

Western Carolina University

West Virginia University

Yale University

York College
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Sixteen Constituent Institutions

C. D. SPANGLER, JR., B.S., M.B.A., D.H.L., LL.D.- President

RAYMOND H. DAWSON, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.-Vice President -Academic Affairs

ROY CARROLL, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.-Vice President-Planning

NATHAN F. SIMMS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.-Vice President-Student Services and Special Programs

L. FELIX JOYNER, A.B.-Vice President -Finance

JASPER D. MEMORY, B.S., Ph.D.-Vice President -Research and Public Service

WYNDHAM ROBERTSON, A.B.-Vice President-Communications

JAY M. ROBINSON, B.S., M.A., Ed.D.-Vice President -Public Affairs

DAVID G. MARTIN, JR., B.A., LL.B.- Secretary of The University

RICHARD H. ROBINSON, JR., A.B., LL.B.-Assistant to the President

JOHN W. DUNLOP, B.A.- Director, The University of North Carolina Center for Public

Television

History of the University

The University of North Carolina is comprised of all the public institutions of higher

education in North Carolina that confer degrees at the baccalaureate level or higher.

The University was authorized by the State Constitution in 1776, and it was chartered

in 1789 by the General Assembly.

The University of North Carolina opened its doors to students at Chapel Hill in 1795.

Thereafter, beginning in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the General Assembly

of North Carolina established and supported fifteen other public senior institutions

in keeping with Article IX, Section 8, of the Constitution of North Carolina which

provides that the "General Assembly shall maintain a public system of higher education,

comprising The University of North Carolina and such other institutions of higher

education as the General Assembly may deem wise."

By 1969 The University of North Carolina included six constituent institutions, governed

by a single Board of Trustees. This multicampus University had its beginnings in legisla-

tion enacted in 1931 that defined The University of North Carolina to include The

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University at Raleigh,

and The University of North Carolina at Greensboro. In the 1960s three additional

campuses were added: The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, The University

of North Carolina at Asheville, and The University of North Carolina at Wilmington.

Beginning in 1877, the General Assembly of North Carolina established or acquired

ten additional separately governed state-supported senior institutions of higher education.

They are: Appalachian State University, East Carolina University, Elizabeth City State

University, Fayetteville State University, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical

State University, North Carolina Central University, North Carolina School of the

Arts, Pembroke State University, Western Carolina University, and Winston-Salem

State University. Then, in 1971, the General Assembly redefined The University of

North Carolina, and under the terms of that legislation all sixteen public senior institu-

tions became constituent institutions of The University of North Carolina.

The constitutionally authorized Board of Trustees of the sixteen-campus University

of North Carolina was designated the Board of Governors and this body is by law
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The University of North Carolina. The Board of Governors consists of thirty-two

members elected by the General Assembly, and it is charged with "the general determina-

tion, control, supervision, management, and governance of all affairs of the constituent

institutions." The chief executive officer of the University is the President.

Each constituent institution of the University has its own faculty and student body.

The chief administrative officer of each institution is the chancellor, and the chancellors

are responsible to the President.

Each constituent institution also has a board of trustees composed of thirteen members:

eight elected by the Board of Governors, four appointed by the Governor, and the elected

president of the student body ex officio. (The School of the Arts has two additional

ex officio trustees.) The principal powers of these institutional boards are exercised under

a delegation of authority from the Board of Governors.
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Appendix A

RESIDENCE STATUS FOR TUITION PURPOSES'

The following sections summarize important aspects of the residency law. A complete explanation of the

Statute and the procedures under the Statute is contained in A Manual to Assist the Public Higher Education

Institutions of hlorth Carolina in the Matter of Student Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes. This Manual

and other information concerning the application of this law are available for inspection in the Admissions

Offices of the University. Copies of the Manual are also on reserve at the Robert B. House Undergraduate

Library. All students are responsible for knowledge of the contents of the Statute and the Manual.

Every applicant for admission is required to make a statement as to his or her length of residence in North

Carolina. A person who qualifies as a resident for tuition purposes under North Carolina law pays a lower

rate of tuition than a nonresident, lb qualify for in-state tuition, a legal resident must have been domiciled

in North Carolina for at least twelve months immediately prior to the beginning of the term for which classifica-

tion as a resident for tuition purposes is sought. The student must also establish that his or her presence

in the State during such twelve-month period was for purposes of maintaining a bona fide domicile rather

than for purposes of maintaining a mere temporary residence incident to enroUm.ent in an institution of higher

education. "Domicile" means one's permanent dwelling place of indefinite duration, as distinguished from a

temporary place of abode; it is synonymous with "legal residence."

Procedural Information

General. A student admitted to initial enrollment in an institution (or permitted to re-enroll following

an absence from the institutional program which involved a formal withdrawal from enrollment) is classified

by the admitting institution either as a resident or as a nonresident for tuition purposes prior to actual matricula-

tion. In the absence of a current and final determination of the student's residence prior to matriculation,

the student is classified a nonresident for tuition purposes. The institution will thereafter reach a final determina-

tion of the student's residence status. Unless a person supplies enough information to allow the admissions

officer to classify him or her as a resident for tuition purposes, the person will be classified a nonresident

for tuition purposes. A residence classification once assigned (and confirmed pursuant to any appellate process

invoked) may be changed thereafter (with a corresponding change in billing rates) only at intervals corresponding

with the established primary divisions of the academic calendar.

Transfer Students. When a student transfers from one North Carolina public institution of higher education

to another, he or she is required to be treated as a new student by the institution to which he or she is transferring

and must be assigned an initial residence classification for tuition purposes. The residence classification of

a student by one institution is not binding on another institution. The North Carolina institutions of higher

education will assist each other by supplying residency information and classification records concerning a

student to another classifying institution upon request.

The transfer into or admission to a different component of the same institution (e.g., from an undergraduate

to a graduate or professional program) is not construed as a transfer from one institution to another and thus

does not by itself require a reclassification inquiry unless (1) the affected student requests a reclassification

inquiry or (2) the transfer or enrollment occurs following the lapse of more than one quarter, semester, or

term during which the individual was not enrolled as a student.

Responsibility of Students and Prospective Students. Any student or prospective student in doubt con-

cerning his or her residence status bears the responsibility for securing a ruling by completing an application

for resident status and filing it with the admissions officer. The student who, due to subsequent events, becomes

eligible for a change in classification, whether from out-of-state to in-state or the reverse, has the responsibility

of immediately informing the Office of Admissions of these circumstances in writing. Failure to give complete

and correct information regarding residence constitutes grounds for disciplinary action.

'The information in this section comes from three sources: (i) North Carolina General Statutes, §116-143.1, (ii) A Manual

CO Assist the Public HigKer Education Institutions of hlorth Carolina in the Matter of Student Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes,

Revised September 1985, (iii) Chancellor's Rules and Procedures for Residence Classification of Students for Tuition Purposes.
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Application Process. A person may obtain an application for resident status from his or her admissions

office. Applicants for admission who claim eligibility for the in-state tuition rate customarily complete a two-page

residency application as a part of the admissions application packet. Some applicants for admission will thereafter

be required to complete a further, four-page, residency application. Enrolled students seeking a change from

nonresident to resident status are required to complete a four-page residency application. All applications for

resident status must be filed with the proper admissions office before the end of the term for which resident

status for tuition purposes is sought. The last day of the final examination period is considered the last day

of the term.

After filing a resident status application, a person may receive a letter from his or her admissions office

requesting more information in connection with that application. When a student receives such a request

before the end of the term for which classification is sought, he or she must respond to that request no later

than three weeks after the end of the term. If the student receives the request for supplemental information

after the end of the term in question, he or she must supply the requested information within three weeks

after receipt of the request. Failure to supply the requested information within the specified time limit will

result in a continuation of the student's nonresident classification unless good cause is shown for such failure.

The admissions office may require an applicant for admission to file a residency application, or respond

to a request for more information, more quickly when residence status is a factor in the admissions decision.

The pamphlet "Information About Resident Status for Tuition Purposes" contains more details about the

residency application process and is available at all admissions offices.

Fraudulent Applications. If a student is classified a resident for tuition purposes after submitting falsified

residentiary information or after knowingly withholding residentiary information, the student's application

for in-state tuition status is fraudulent. The institution may re-examine any application suspected of being

fraudulent and, if warranted, will change the student's residence status retroactively to the beginning of the

term with respect to which the student originally made the fraudulent application. If this occurs the student

must pay the out-of-state tuition differential for all the enrolled terms intervening between the fraudulent

application and its discovery. Further, knowing falsification of responses on a resident status application may

subject the applicant to disciplinary consequences, including dismissal from the institution.

Burden of Proof and Statutory Prima Facie Evidence. A person has the burden of establishing facts

which justify his or her classification as a resident for tuition purposes. The balancing of all the evidence

must produce a preponderance of evidence supporting the assertion of in-state residence. Under the Statute

proof of resident status is controlled initially by one of two evidentiary beginning points which are stated

in terms of prima facie evidence.

a. Even if the person is an adult, if his or her parents (or court-appointed guardian in the case

of some minors) are not legal residents of North Carolina, this is prima facie evidence that the

person is not a legal resident of North Carolina unless he or she has lived in this state the five

consecutive years prior to enrolling or re-registering. To overcome this prima facie showing of

nonresidence, a person must produce evidence that he or she is a North Carolina domiciliary

despite the parents' nonresident status.

b. Conversely, if the person's parents are domiciliaries of North Carolina under the Statute, this

fact constitutes prima facie evidence that the person is a domiciliary of North Carolina. This

prima facie showing may also be overcome by other evidence to the contrary. If a person has

neither living parents nor legal guardian, the prescribed prima facie evidence rule cannot and

does not apply.

Erroneous Notices Concerning Classification. If a student, who has been found to be a nonresident

for tuition purposes, receives an erroneous notice from an institutional officer identifying the student as a

resident for tuition purposes, the student is not responsible for paying the out-of-state tuition differential for

any enrolled term beginning before the classifying institution notifies the student that the prior notice was

erroneous.

Grace Period. If a student has been properly classified as a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes

and, thereafter, his or her state of legal residence changes while he or she is enrolled in a North Carolina

public institution of higher education, the statute provides for ? grace period during which the student is

allowed to pay tuition at the in-state rate despite the fact that the student is no longer a North Carolina

legal resident. This grace period extends for a minimum of twelve months from the date of change in legal

residence, and if the twelve-month period ends during a semester or academic term in which the student

is enrolled, the grace period extends also to the end of that semester or academic term.

Reacquisition of Resident Tuition Status. The prescribed twelve-month period of legal residence may

be shortened if the person seeking to be classified as a resident for tuition purposes was formerly classified

a North Carolina resident for tuition purposes, abandoned North Carolina domicile, and reestablished North

Carolina domicile within twelve months after abandoning it. Interested persons should consult their admissions

offices for a detailed explanation of the conditions which must be met to qualify under this section.
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Appeals. A student appeal of a classification decision made by any admissions officer must be in writing

and signed by the student and must be filed by the student with that officer within fifteen working days after

the student receives notice of the classification decision. The appeal is transmitted to the Residence Status

Committee by that officer, who does not vote in that Committee on the disposition of such appeal. The student

is notified of the date set for consideration of the appeal, and, on request of the student, he or she is afforded

the opportunity to appear and be heard by the Committee. Any student desiring to appeal a decision of the

Residence Status Committee must give notice in writing of that fact, within ten days of receipt by the student

of the Committee's decision, to the Chairman of the Residence Status Committee, and the Chairman promptly

processes the appeal for transmittal to the State Residence Committee.

It is the responsibility of the student to pay tuition at the rate charged and billed while an appeal is pending.

In effect, the student who is classified a nonresident at the time of tuition billing pays the nonresident rate.

Conversely, if a student is classified as a resident at the time of billing, he or she pays the resident rate. Any

necessary adjustments in the rate paid will be made at the conclusion of the appeal.

Application of the Law to Specific Situations

Aliens. Aliens who are permanent residents of the U.S., or who hold a visa which will permit eventual

permanent residence in the U.S., are subject to the same considerations with respect to determination of legal

residence as citizens. An alien abiding in the U.S. under a visa conditioned at least in part upon intent not

to abandon a foreign domicile (B, F, H, and J visas) cannot be classified a resident. An alien abiding in the

U.S. under a visa issued for a purpose which is so restricted as to be fundamentally incompatible with an

assertion by the alien of bona fide intent to establish a legal residence (C, D, and M visas) cannot be classified

a resident.

Possession of certain other immigration documents may also allow an alien to be considered for in-state

tuition status. For more details aliens should consult their admissions offices and the Manual. Aliens must

file a Residence Status Supplemental Form in addition to the forms normally required of applicants for resident

status for tuition purposes.

Married Persons. The domicile of a married person, irrespective of sex, is determined by reference to all

relevant evidence of domiciliary intent. No person is precluded, solely by reason of marriage to a person domiciled

outside of North Carolina, from establishing or maintaining legal residence in North Carolina. No person

is deemed, solely by reason of marriage to a person domiciled in North Carolina, to have established or main-

tained a legal residence in North Carolina. The fact of marriage and the place of the domicile of his or her

spouse are deemed relevant evidence to be considered in ascertaining domiciliary intent.

If a person otherwise can demonstrate compliance with the fundamental statutory requirement that he or

she be a legal resident of North Carolina before the beginning of the term for which resident status is sought,

the second statutory requirement relating to duration of residence may be satisfied derivatively, in less than

twelve months, by reference to the length of the legal residence of the person's spouse, if the spouse has been

a legal resident of the State for the requisite twelve-month period.

Military Personnel. The domicile of a person employed by the Federal government is not necessarily affected

by assignment in or reassignment out of North Carolina. Such a person may establish domicile by the usual

requirements of residential act plus intent. No person loses his or her in-state resident status solely by serving

in the armed forces outside of the State of North Carolina.

Minors. A minor is any person who has not reached the age of eighteen years. The domicile of a minor

is presumed under the common law to be that of the father, subject to rebutting evidence. If the father is

deceased, the domicile of the minor is that of the surviving mother. If the parents are divorced or legally separated,

the domicile of the minor is that of the parent having custody by virtue of a court order; or, if no custody

has been granted by virtue of court order, the domicile of the minor is that of the parent with whom he

or she lives; or, if the minor lives with neither parent, in the absence of a custody award, the domicile of

the minor is presumed to remain that of the father. If the minor lives for part of the year with each parent,

in the absence of a custody award, the minor's domicile is presumed to remain that of the father. These common
law presumptions control even if the minor has lived in North Carolina for five years as set forth above in

Burden of Proof and Statutory Prima Facie Evidence, subsection a.

In determining residence status for tuition purposes, there are three exceptions to the above provisions:

1. If a minor's parents are divorced, separated, or otherwise living apart and one parent is a legal resident

of North Carolina, during the time period when that parent is entitled to claim, and does claim, the minor

as a dependent on the North Carolina individual income tax return, the minor is deemed to be a legal resident

of North Carolina for tuition purposes, notwithstanding any judicially determined custody award with respect

to the minor.
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If, immediately prior to his or her eighteenth birthday, a person would have been deemed to be a North

Carolina legal resident under this provision but he or she achieves majority before enrolling in an institution

of higher education, that person will not lose the benefit of this provision if the following conditions are met:

a. Upon achieving majority the person must act, as much as possible, in a manner consistent

with bona fide legal residence in North Carolina; and

b. The person must begin enrollment at an institution of higher education not later than the

fall academic term next following completion of education prerequisite to admission at the

institution.

2. If, immediately prior to beginning an enrolled term, the minor has lived in North Carolina for five or

more consecutive years in the home of an adult relative (other than a parent) who is a legal resident of North

Carolina, and if the adult relative, during those years, has functioned as a de facto guardian of the minor,

then the minor is considered a legal resident of North Carolina for tuition purposes. If a minor qualified for

resident status for tuition purposes under this provision immediately prior to his or her eighteenth birthday,

then, upon becoming eighteen, he or she will be deemed to be a legal resident of North Carolina of at least

twelve months' duration.

3. Even though a person is a minor, under certain circumstances the person may be treated by the law

as being sufficiently independent from his or her parents as to enjoy a species of adulthood for legal purposes.

If the minor marries or obtains a judicial decree of emancipation under N.C. Gen. Stat. §7A-717, et seq., he

or she is emancipated. The consequence, for present purposes, of such emancipation is that the affected person

is presumed to be capable of establishing a domicile independent of that of the parents; it remains for that

person to demonstrate that a separate domicile has, in fact, been established.

Prisoners. There are special provisions concerning domicile of prisoners. For more information, persons

to whom these provisions may apply should consult the Manual.

Property and Taxes. Ownership of property in or payment of taxes to the State of North Carolina apart

from legal residence will not qualify one for the in-state tuition rate.

Students or prospective students who believe that they are entitled to be classified residents for tuition purposes should

be aware that the processing of requests and appeals can take a considerable amount of time and that applications

for classification should not be delayed until registration, when the number of applications makes accelerated handling

impossible.

MILITARY TUITION BENEFIT'

Certain members of the Armed Services, and their dependent relatives, who are not residents for tuition

purposes may become eligible to be charged less than the out-of-state tuition rate under N.C. Gen. Stat.

§116-143.3, the military tuition benefit provision. Any person seeking the military tuition benefit must qualify

for admission to UNC-CH and must file an application for the benefit with his or her admissions office before

the first day of classes of the term for which he or she initially seeks the benefit. To remain eligible to receive

the military tuition benefit, he or she must file another application for the benefit before the first day of classes

of the first term in which he or she is enrolled in each academic year. The burden of proving eligibility for

the military tuition benefit lies with the applicant for the benefit, and the application and all required supporting

affidavits must be complete and in proper order before the first day of classes of the term in question. Because

of the time involved in securing the necessary affidavits from the appropriate military authorities, prospective

applicants for the military tuition benefit are urged to secure application forms from their admissions offices

and begin the application process several weeks before the first day of classes of the term for which they seek

the benefit.

Eligibility of Members of the Armed Services. Eligible members of the Armed Services pay a rate of

tuition computed by applying a statutory formula which is dependent, in part, on the amount of money payable

by their Service employer to them or to the institution by reason of their enrollment. Application of the statutory

formula yields the following results: if the service member's education is being fully funded by the Service

employer, the amount of tuition owed is equal to out-of-state tuition; if the member's education is not being

funded by his or her Service employer, he or she pays an amount equal to in-state tuition; and if the Service

employer is providing partial educational funding, the amount of tuition owed depends on the amount of

funding contributed by the Service employer.

'Tlie information in this section comes from tinree sources: (i) North Carolina General Statutes, §116-143.3, (ii) A Manual

to Assist the Public Higher Education Institutions of North Carolina in the Matter of Student Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes,

Revised September 1985, (iii) Chancellor's Rules and Procedures for Residence Classification of Students for Tuition Purposes

and Determination of Eligibility for the Special Military Tuition Benefit.
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To be eligible for this military tuition benefit, the individual must

a. be a member of the United States Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, Navy, North

Carolina National Guard, or a reserve component of one of these services; and

b. be abiding in North Carolina incident to active military duty which is performed at or from

a duty station in North Carolina.

Eligibility of Dependent Relatives of Service Members. If the service member meets the conditions set

forth above, his or her dependent relatives may be eligible to pay the in-state tuition rate if they share the

service member's North Carolina abode and if they have complied with the requirements of the Selective

Service System, if applicable.

If the service member voluntarily ceases to live in North Carolina or is involuntarily absent from the state

on military orders (other than absences on routine maneuvers and temporary assignments), he or she is deemed

to have moved his or her abode from North Carolina. If a dependent relative of a service member has become

eligible for the military tuition benefit and, after the beginning of the term of eligibility, the service member

moves his or her abode from North Carolina, the dependent relative will continue to be eligible for the military

tuition benefit only for the remainder of that academic year. An academic year runs from the first day of

classes of the fall semester through the last day of exams of the following summer session, second term.

For a detailed explanation of the military tuition benefit provision (including an explanation of the formula

used to compute the tuition rate for service members), a complete list of categories of persons who are considered

"dependent relatives" for purposes of establishing eligibility for the military tuition benefit, and information

about the registration requirements of the Selective Service System, applicants should consult A Manual to

Assist the Public Higher Education Institutions of hlorth Carolina in the Matter of Student Residence Classification

for Tuition Purposes (as amended September 1985). This Manual is available for inspection in the Admissions

Offices of the University. Copies of the Manual are also on reserve at the Robert B. House Undergraduate Library.

Appeals of Eligibility Determinations of Admissions Officers. A student appeal of an eligibility determina-

tion made by any admissions officer must be in writing and signed by the student and must be filed by the

student with that officer within fifteen working days after the student receives notice of the eligibility determina-

tion. The appeal is transmitted to the Residence Status Committee by that officer, who does not vote in that

Committee on the disposition of such appeal. The student is notified of the date set for consideration of the

appeal, and, on request of the student, he or she is afforded an opportunity to appear and be heard by the

Committee.

Any student desiring to appeal a determination of the Residence Status Committee must give notice in

writing of that fact to the Chairman of the Residence Status Committee within ten days of receipt by the

student of the Committee's decision. The Chairman will promptly process the appeal for transmittal to the

State Residence Committee.
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Appendix B

THE FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT

As a general rule, under the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), personally identifiable

information may not be released from a student's education records without his or her prior written consent.

Exceptions to this rule are set out in the FERPA regulations and the FERPA policy of The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill.

UNC-CH will disclose personally identifiable information from education records, without the student's

prior written consent, to officials of another school or school system in which the student seeks or intends

to enroll.

UNC-CH also makes public certain information that has been designated as "directory information": the

student's name, address, telephone listing, date and place of birth, major field of study, class, participation

in officially recognized activities and sports, weight and height of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance,

degrees and awards received, and the most recent previous educational agency or institution attended by the

student. Examples of ways in which some of this information is made public include: names of students who

receive honors and awards, who make the Dean's List, who hold offices, or who are members of athletic teams.

The annual commencement program publishes the names of degree recipients. The University also publishes

the Campus Directory annually, and some professional and graduate student groups publish directories of students

in their departments or schools.

Students who do not wish to have any or all "directory information" made public without their prior consent,

must send the Office of the University Registrar (105 Hanes Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill) a signed and dated notice specifying items that are not to be published. To ensure that a listing for the

student will not appear in the Campus Directory, this notice must be received by the Office of the University

Registrar by the end of the registration period for the semester or session of first enrollment or, after an absence,

of reenrollment. Such a notice will be honored until the student graduates, ceases to attend, or withdraws

from the University unless the student notifies the Office of the University Registrar to the contrary in writing.

Students also have the right to inspect their "education records" as defined in the FERPA regulations. They

may not inspect financial records and statements of their parents; confidential letters of recommendation placed

in their education records before January 1, 1975 (with some exceptions); or confidential letters of recommenda-

tion placed in their education records after January 1, 1975, if they have waived their rights to inspect and

review such letters.

A student who believes that information in his or her education records is inaccurate or misleading or violates

his or her privacy or other rights may request that the institution amend the records, and if the request is

denied, he or she has the right to a hearing. If, after the hearing, the institution decides that the information

is not inaccurate, misleading, or violative of privacy or other rights, the student has a right to place a statement

in those records commenting on the information in question or giving the student's reasons for disagreeing

with the institutional decision. The student may also place such a statement in his or her records in lieu

of requesting a hearing. Complaints alleging violations of FERPA rights may also be filed with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education.

Questions about FERPA should be addressed to the Legal Adviser to the Special Assistant to the Chancellor,

01 South Building. The text of FERPA and its regulations and the University's FERPA policy are also available

for inspection in 01 South Building.
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Appendix C

FIREARMS AND OTHER WEAPONS

The possession of any gun, rifle, pistol, dynamite cartridge, bomb, grenade, mine, explosive, bowie knife,

dirk, dagger, slingshot, leaded cane, switchblade knife, blackjack, metallic knuckles, or any other weapons

of like kind upon any University campus or in any University owned or operated facility is unlawful and

contrary to University policy. Violation of this prohibition is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed

$500 and/or six months' imprisonment, and may constitute a violation of the Campus Code.

IMMUNIZATION REQUIREMENT

Effective July 1, 1986, North Carolina State law requires that no person shall attend a college or university

in North Carolina unless a certificate of immunization indicating that the person has received the immunizations

required by the law is presented to the college or university on or before the first day of matriculation. Students

enrolled at UNC-CH on July 1, 1986 are exempt from this requirement.

If the UNC'CH Medical History Form containing the certificate of immunization is not in the possession

of the UNC-CH Student Health Service ten (10) days prior to the registration date, the University shall present

a notice of deficiency to the person. The person shall have 30 calendar days from the first day of attendance

to obtain the required immunizations. Those persons who have not complied with the immunization require-

ments by the end of 30 calendar days will be administratwely withdrawn from the University.

SMOKING BAN
In Fall 1975 by student referendum and Faculty Council action, smoking in classes was banned. Both students

and faculty are expected to refrain from smoking in classrooms.

LAW SCHOOL SMOKING POLICY

Listed below are the only areas of Van Hecke-Wettach Hall designated smoking areas. All other areas are

nonsmoking.

1. The carpeted area of the first floor lobby and the hallway in front of Seminars A and B.

2. The existing typing room on the ground floor (currently designated as smoking carrels).

3. Classroom 1 after class hours and the Haywood Room during final exams.

4. Private offices (occupant permitting) and other private areas of the building.

5. The veranda, the pit behind the building, and all other outside areas.












